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SYNOPSIS

The invention of dental resin based-composites (RBCs) has provided a broad
range of materials for the restoration of load-bearing posterior teeth with excellent
clinical results and adequate longevity. Currently, a lack of consensus exists among
researchers regarding classification of RBCs as a result of slight variations in filler
size and associated interchangeable mechanical properties of “microhybrid”,
“nanohybrid” and “nanofilled” RBCs. Also, the inconsistency in mechanical property
testing of RBCs is evident amongst researchers. This research explored the variability
in experimental and statistical testing methodologies of RBCs.
The current study identified a wide variation in the bi-axial flexure strength
(BFS) of commercial and experimental RBCs with respect to deformation rate with a
complex relationship between resin constituents and filler morphology. Experimental
unfilled resins revealed deformation rate dependence in BFS following 1 week dry, 1
and 13 weeks wet storage regimes, whereas the addition of fillers modified the
deformation rate dependence following 13 weeks wet storage and resulted in the BFS
of filled resin composites being independent of testing speed. These findings
suggested the need for the development of RBCs with appropriate formulations for
clinical situations where variable strain rates may occur, for example, patients with
parafunctional habits.
To date, the alignment of specimens during storage regimes prior to mechanical
property testing has rarely been reported. The effect of specimen alignment on the
BFS and surface hardness of RBCs was evaluated and a greater decrease in the both
properties were found following wet upright compared with stacked and upper surface
exposed alignments. These observations were attributed to a variation in diffusion of

water as the result of difference in exposed surface areas of specimens, which may
lead to different findings and associated interpretation between investigators.
Weibull statistics are used for the analysis of strength data of RBCs, however
their applicability to RBCs might be questioned due to some viscous deformation
prior to brittle failure. The findings of current study supported the applicability of
Weibull statistics for the microhybrid and nanofilled RBCs but not a flowable RBC,
which suggested that Weibull statistics may not necessarily be applicable for all RBC
types.
It was demonstrated that variability and irrelevance in testing methods may
cause incorrect interpretation of data among researchers and consequently affect the
future research and development of RBCs. Therefore, further standardisation of
testing methods is required.
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Chapter 1

1.1

Development of Resin-Based Composites

Historical perspectives
In 1937, Dr Walter Wright introduced a methyl methacrylate resin, which was

considered as a major development since methyl methacrylate resin exhibited
improved properties compared with conventional denture base materials, such as
“Vulcanite”. Subsequently, Vulcanite was removed from general use in dental
practice and the first polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) heat-cured denture material
namely, Vernonite (Rohm and Hass, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) was marketed and in
addition it was also used for the fabrication of inlays, crowns and fixed partial
dentures (Peyton, 1943).
After World War II, chemical or self-curing acrylics were introduced in
dentistry, which polymerised at room temperature. This alteration in polymerisation
mode led to the application of these materials as a direct filling material and in 1940s
PMMA was used as a direct filling material in restorative dentistry (Philips, 1982).
These chemically cured materials consisted of a PMMA powder, methyl methacrylate
monomer and benzoyl peroxide and dimethylparatoluidine initiators. They were
categorised as composites as the set structure consisted of a dispersed phase by the
polymer powder and a continuous three dimensional phase of polymerised resins
following polymerisation at room temperature. These materials exhibited reasonable
aesthetic characteristics but a variety of problems were observed; for example, poor
colour stability, high polymerisation shrinkage, poor bonding to tooth structure, and a
mismatch of coefficient of thermal expansion between tooth structure and material
(Bowen, 1956). To overcome the problems associated with the PMMA based
material, further efforts were taken by Rafael L. Bowen in the late 1950s and early
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1960s who started research on the use of high molecular weight epoxy and
methacrylate derivatives (Bowen, 1958). This later resulted in the introduction of a
high molecular weight, difunctional monomer known as BisGMA or Bowen‟s resin
prepared by the combination of bisphenol-A and glycidyl methacrylate. This
innovation by Bowen significantly assisted the industrial development of a composite
resin restorative material containing inorganic fillers. Bowen (1958) patented a novel
resin-based composite (RBC) composed of 25 weight% resin and 75 weight% quartz
or aluminosilicate glass filler. Consequently, Adaptic RBC (Johnson and Johnson,
New Brunswick, N.J, USA), a chemically cured two-paste composition was marketed
after the work of Robert Chang and Henry Lee in 1969 and 1970, respectively
(Chang, 1969; Lee, 1970). Initially, adequate filler loadings in resin matrices were not
achieved due to the highly viscous nature of BisGMA. Consequently, Bowen (1962)
suggested the need for the admixture of a low molecular weight monomer, triethylene
glycol dimethacrylate (TEGDMA) to achieve a suitable viscosity and to allow for the
incorporation of a sufficient quantity of filler particles required for a successful RBC
(Peutzfeldt, 1997). Moreover, the degree of conversion of the polymeric network was
reduced due to the presence of high molecular weight BisGMA (Ferracane and
Greener, 1986) which resulted in decreased mechanical properties. Consequently, a
less viscous resin than BisGMA, namely urethane dimethacrylate (UDMA) was added
and an improvement in mechanical properties was observed (Asmussen and
Peutzfeldt, 1998). A silane coupling agent γ-methacyloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (γMPTS) was used to coat the surface of the filler particles in order to achieve a strong
bond between the inorganic fillers and the resin matrix (Bowen, 1962).
In 1970, the photo-activated resin formulation, namely Prisma-Fil (Caulk
Dentsply, Milford, DE, US) was introduced (Leinfelder, 1995). The RBC possessed a
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photoinitiator i.e. benzoin methyl ether and required ultra-violet (UV) light to initiate
the polymerisation. An increased wear resistance and colour stability of light-cured
RBCs compared with chemically-cured RBCs was reported (Powers et al., 1978,
1980). The increased wear resistance of light-cured RBCs was ascribed to a decrease
in the incorporation of oxygen, which is likely to be greater in chemically-cured
RBCs during mixing of base and catalyst pastes. Furthermore, a light-curing method
provided an increased working time for the more accurate handling of material in
contrast to chemically-cured RBCs. Despite the improved properties of such RBCs,
concerns over harmful effects of UV light i.e. damage to mucosa or eyes, arose.
Subsequently, low energy radiation, visible light cured (VLC) RBCs were introduced.
Dart et al. (1978) patented the first VLC RBC composition containing diketone
initiator such as camphoroquinone (CQ) and co-initiator, namely dimethylaminoethyl
methacrylate (DMAEMA), which are still utilised in RBC technology. The
photoinitiator chemistry of VLC RBCs absorbed intense visible (blue) light at a
wavelength of 470 nm for polymerization of the resin matrix. The wavelength of
visible light was penetrated efficiently in RBCs compared with UV light and led to an
increased depth of polymerization (Watts et al., 1984).
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Fillers were incorporated in RBCs to provide


Increased compressive strength (Li et al., 1985; Germain et al., 1985)



Increased diametral tensile strength (Chung, 1990)



Increased flexural strength (Braem et al., 1989)



Increased fracture toughness (Ferracane et al., 1987)



Increased elastic modulus (Braem et al., 1989; Kim et al., 1994; Li et al.,
1985)



Reduced polymerisation shrinkage (Labella et al., 1999)



Radiopacity (Van Dijken et al., 1989)



Enhanced aesthetic quality



Improved handling (Pallav et al., 1989; Ikejima et al., 2003)

The carbon-to-carbon double bonds (C=C) of the methacrylate monomer convert
into C-C single bonds following irradiation and form a polymer network with an
associated closer packing of the molecules, which causes shrinkage (Davidson and
Feilzer, 1997). Increased filler loading reduces the amount of monomer and related
C=C double bonds in RBCs and hence reduces polymerisation shrinkage. The
mechanical behaviour of composites is based on the theory of load sharing between
the matrix and fillers. The stronger and stiffer fillers and their higher volume fraction
in composites bear greater external load compared with resin matrices that contain
lower filler content which can result in higher strength and elastic modulus (Hull and
Clyne, 1996).
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1.2

The typical constituents of modern light-cured resin-based composites
RBCs generally comprise of organic resin matrix, inorganic filler particles,

coupling agent, photoinitiator system, inhibitors and optical modifiers (Table).

Constituents
Resin matrix

Examples
Bisphenol A diglycidyl
ether dimethacrylate
(BisGMA),
Triethyleneglycol
dimethacrylate
(TEGDMA),
Bisphenol-A
hexaethoxylated
dimethacrylate (BisEMA6),
Urethane dimethacrylate
(UDMA)

Function
Creates a rigid and heavily
cross-linked polymer
network surrounding the
filler particles and leads to
hardening of a RBC.

Inorganic filler particles

Silica, quartz,
barium glasses

Coupling agent

3-methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTS)

Photoinitiator system

Camphoroquinone (CQ),
Dimethylaminoethyl
methacrylate (DMAEMA)

Improve the mechanical
and physical properties of
RBCs.
Facilitates the bond
between resin matrix and
fillers.
Initiates the process of
polymerisation when light
is applied.

Inhibitors

Butylated hydroxytouline
(BHT)

Optical modifiers

Titanium dioxide,
magnesium oxide,
iron oxide

5

Prevent the RBC
restorative from premature
polymerisation and
provide improved shelf
life.
Improve aesthetics

1.3

Traditional resin-based composites (macrofilled)
In 1960s, grinding of larger pieces of quartz, glass, borosilicate or other

ceramics was carried out for the manufacture of RBC fillers and resulted in splintered
and irregular shaped particles of size 1 to 100 µm (Figure 1.1). The examples of
traditional RBCs included Concise (3M, St. Paul, MN, US) and Adaptic (Johnson &
Johnson, Windsor, NJ, US), which contained a particle size range of 1-40 μm
(Willems et al., 1992; Sabbagh et al., 2004). The major disadvantage of traditional
RBCs included insufficient wear resistance as a consequence of differential wear,
which led to rapid loss of resin compared with the filler. This resulted in the large
wear facets and dislodgment of filler particles from the surrounding matrix (Willems
et al., 1992; Sabbagh et al., 2004). Moreover, conventional RBC restorations
exhibited increased surface roughness and were more susceptible to stain and plaque
deposition (Lutz and Phillips, 1983). The rough surface and dull appearance of
restorations was likely due to the greater particle size of fillers in contrast to
wavelength of light which render them visible from resin. Moreover, the large filler
particles increased the diffuse reflection compared with specular reflection, as a result
of increased surface roughness (Nanbu and Tani, 1979). Therefore, researchers
developed smaller and rounded fillers with a suitable particle size distribution, which
attempted to avoid the aforementioned problems (Lutz and Phillips, 1983).
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5 μm
Figure 1.1. Schematic representation of traditional RBCs illustrating filler
particles of approximately 1-30 μm size.

1. 4

Microfilled resin-based composites
Between 1970 and the early 1980s, RBCs with an average filler size less than

1 µm diameter were developed to improve the inferior properties of traditional types,
for instance, poor wear resistance and poor aesthetic quality. In 1974, Ivoclar
Vivadent were awarded a patent for “Isoplast” (Tetric EvoCeram/Tetric EvoFlow,
Scientific documentation, Ivoclar-Vivadent, 2006), containing a homogenous
distribution of microfillers of fumed or pyrogenic filler particles with a size of 0.05 to
0.1 µm diameters. These materials exhibited substantially improved polishing
characteristics, compared with traditional RBCs, which were most likely due to the
filler particle being smaller than the wavelength of visible light (Leinfelder, 1995).
Theoretically, microfilled RBCs may have been classed as nanocomposites since the
average size of the fumed silica was approximately 40 nm (Figure 1.2). However, due
to lack of the “nano” perception during that period, these materials were categorised
as microfilled.
Despite the high polishability and aesthetic appearance of homogenous
microfilled RBCs, the reduction in particle size of microfilled RBCs and resulting
7

increase in the surface area to volume ratio of the filler particles compared with
traditional macrofillers caused difficulty in loading of a comparable weight
percentage of fillers particles within the resin matrix. Moreover, uncontrollable
viscosity and thixotropic mixtures occurred in highly filled microfilled resins
(Leinfelder, 1995; Lutz and Phillips, 1983), Therefore, the only way to avoid an
increase in viscosity was to decrease the filler content, but that unavoidably
compromised the strength, wear and polymerisation shrinkage characteristics of
RBCs. Consequently, in order to increase the loading of smaller filler particles
without affecting the handling properties, other mixing options were required for the
incorporation of microfillers into resin matrix. Filler particles were produced from a
prepolymerised homogeneous microfill RBC after grinding into particles of about 25
µm diameter. These filler particles were then added within a low viscosity resin
matrix having a decreased volume fraction of pyrogenic silica and resulted in a
heterogeneous microfilled RBC (Figure 1.2). The microfilled RBCs offered adequate
polishability and colour stability, however, reduction in filler loading (45-50 weight
%) reduced the wear resistance in load bearing restorations and in addition elastic
modulus and fracture strength were also lower in contrast to macrofilled RBCs (Lutz
and Phillips, 1983). Examples of microfilled RBCs included, Durafill (Heraeus
Kulzer, Armonk, New York), Renamel Microfill (Cosmedent, Chicago, Illinois), and
Heliomolar (Ivoclar Vivadent).
Lu et al. (2006) identified lower diametral tensile strength, flexural strength
and flexural modulus of microfilled RBCs (Heliomolar and Renamel) compared with
nanofilled and microhybrid RBCs (Section 1.2.4, 1.2.5.2). Moreover, Heliomolar
exhibited inferior wear resistance in contrast to other materials. The degradation of
microfilled RBCs may be attributed to the lack of covalent bonding between
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prepolymerised resin fillers and polymer matrix (Ferracane, 1995). In contrast,
Leinfelder and Suzuki (1999) have reported better wear resistance of Heliomolar
compared with microhybrid RBCs. This contradictory finding may be explained by
“protection theory”, which states that the dispersion of sub-micron size fillers in
microfilled RBCs reduces the interparticle spacing, thus protecting the resin between
fillers against the abrasive action of food bolus (Jørgensen et al., 1979). In addition,
Bayne et al. (1992) suggested that theoretically, a small amount of uniformly
distributed microfiller particles (1.5-6 volume%) is needed for micro-protection to
reduce wear. Due to inferior mechanical characteristics compared with hybrid RBCs
(Section 1.4), the applications of microfilled RBCs are mainly confined with class III,
class V and small class I restorations (Tyas, 1990).
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(a)

50 nm

(b)

50 nm
Figure 1.2. Schematic representation of (a) homogenous microfilled and (b)
heterogeneous microfilled RBCs. Heterogeneous microfilled RBC shows
prepolymerised filler particles of approximately 25 μm size in contrast to
homogenous microfilled RBC.
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1.5

Hybrid resin-based composites
Hybrid RBCs were developed to retain the advantages of both traditional

macrofilled and microfilled RBCs by combining the fillers of different particle sizes
and particle size distributions. Conventional hybrid RBCs possessed a bimodal filler
particle distribution, i.e. larger filler particle sizes ranging from 1.0 to 5.0 µm and
smaller fillers particles of 0.05 µm (Figure 1.3), which collectively resulted in an
average size of about 1 µm (Willems et al., 1993). These materials showed a better
wear resistance compared with traditional macrofilled RBCs (Mair et al., 1990;
Leinfelder, 1987) but surface properties remained inferior because of the intrinsic
wear pattern in a RBC that contains larger filler particles.
The further advancement in RBCs occurred with the development of the
„universal‟ hybrid material (Fig 1.3), which are indicated for all classes of cavities.
These RBCs also comprised a bimodal filler distribution. Herculite XRV (Kerr
Corporation, Orange, CA, USA) was introduced in 1984 as the first universal, also
called a „microhybrid‟, RBC which contained fine particles with an average diameter
of 0.6 µm. It exhibited a flexural strength comparable with macrofilled RBCs
(Peutzfeldt and Asmussen, 1992) and adequate surface smoothness for anterior
restorations (Reusens et al., 1999). APH (All Purpose Hybrid) (L.D Caulk, Milford,
DE, USA) RBC was introduced in late 1980s and was used for both anterior and
posterior restorations and showed superior tooth-colour matching properties.
Subsequently, TPH (Total Performance Hybrid) (L.D Caulk, Milford, DE, USA)
emerged as product with greater wear resistance than APH in Class I and Class II
restorations (Leinfelder, 1995). In general, the majority of modern microhybrid RBCs
contain a filler load greater than 80 weight% and average particle size of less than 1
µm. The examples of microhybrid RBCs products include Herculite XRV (Kerr
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Corporation, Orange, CA, USA), Charisma (Heraues Kulzer, Dormagen, Germany),
Renew (Bisco, Schaumburg, IL, USA).
In 1992, a microhybrid RBC with monomodal filler distribution, namely Z100
(3M ESPE, St. Paul, MN, USA), was introduced. The fillers of Z100 are produced
through a sol-gel process which results in rounded particles in wide distribution of
0.01 to 3.5 µm diameter, with an average of 0.6 µm. Consequently, the need of fumed
silica to improve handling is eliminated in contrast to bimodal hybrid RBCs
(Ferracane, 1995). Z100 exhibits good strength, abrasion resistance, polishability and
handling comparable with bimodal hybrid RBCs, but, significantly greater marginal
breakdown of Z100 in contrast to two hybrid RBCs (Fulfill, Caulk and Clearfil,
Kuraray), has been reported in an in vitro study (Ferracane and Condon, 1999). The
poor marginal behaviour of Z100 may be explained with its sensitivity to hydrolytic
degradation due to the presence of a greater TEGDMA content. The increased
structural heterogeneity of the TEGDMA polymeric network are likely to be higher
than BisGMA, urethane dimethacrylate (UDMA) and hexaethoxylated bisphenol A
glycol dimethacrylate (BisEMA) (Sideridou et al., 2003), which may allow an
increase diffusion of water molecules and cause greater degradation of Z100. Filtek
Z250 (3M ESPE, St. Paul, MN, USA), which comprises a similar filler type as Z100
but contains larger number of finer particles and less hydrophilic resins, was
marketed. The main difference between Z100 and Z250 relates to their resin
chemistries. In Z100, resin matrices comprise of BisGMA and TEGDMA, whereas in
Filtek Z250, the majority of TEGDMA is replaced with urethane dimethacrylate
(UDMA) and hexaethoxylated bisphenol A glycol dimeyhacrylate (BisEMA6).
Sideridou et al. (2003) and Palin et al. (2005) compared the water sorption of Z100
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and Z250 and have reported greater sorption of former. The greater water sorption of
Z100 was attributed to its greater TEGDMA content as described above.
The free radical polymerisation of dimethacrylate monomers results in
polymerisation shrinkage and stress, which may deflect cusps and lead to microleakage, marginal staining and secondary caries. To examine this issue, Fleming at al.
(2007) compared Z100 and Z250 and the authors observed a greater cuspal movement
with Z100 and associated this with a greater amount of TEGDMA. The addition of
TEGDMA in RBCs increases polymerisation shrinkage as the result of an increased
concentration of C=C double bonds (Asmussen and Peutzfeldt, 1998) which may
develop stresses and cause cuspal deflection. A useful property of Z100 is its greater
flexural modulus compared with Z250 (Sideridou et al., 2003; Chung et al., 2005),
which may be due to its high TEGDMA content and resultant high number of C=C
double bonds which creates a high degree of crosslinking. Ideally, a greater elastic
modulus of RBCs, at least equal to dentine is desirable in order to allow uniform
stress distribution across restoration-tooth interface during mastication. Curtis et al.
(2009) conducted the cyclic pre-loading of various RBCs including Z100 prior to biaxial flexure strength testing at pre-loads of 20, 50 and 100 N and identified that
approximately half of Z100 specimens failed to survive pre-loads of 100 N.
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(a)

5 μm
(b)

1 μm
Figure 1.3. Schematic representation of (a) conventional hybrid and (B)
microhybrid RBCs. Microhybrid RBC shows smaller filler particle size
compared with conventional hybrid RBC.

1. 6

Classification of modern resin-based composite materials
RBCs have been classified according to filler size by different researchers

(Section 1.2.2-1.2.4). However, a variety of RBCs, with bold claims of a
technological advancement, have been marketed over last 15 years and complicated
existing classifications. In reality, filler size and morphology have not been
significantly modified compared with the existing classification of RBCs. Rheological
properties of RBCs have been adjusted by changing filler particle distributions, resin
monomer and resin/filler ratio. So called, “nanofilled” RBCs have been marketed in
14

last few years with a claim of advancement in technology, although the amorphous
silica particles approximately 40 nm average size have already been used in
microfilled and microhybrid RBCs. It is clear that there have only been incremental
changes in filler size and morphology of currently available RBCs, thus existing
classifications may remain valid. In last few years, resin chemistries of RBCs have
been modified in an attempt to reduce the polymerisation shrinkage. However, until
recently, RBCs were not classified according to resin monomer.

1.6.1 Rheological adjustments
The issues associated with the handling of RBCs in different clinical situations
such as class II restorations and cavities with difficult access brought about demand
for materials with improved handling characteristics. Consequently, a variety of
RBCs, namely “flowable” and “packable”, were developed and marketed.
Flowable RBCs were introduced in 1996 in an attempt to improve the handling
characteristics of materials and in turn, increase flow towards inaccessible parts of the
tooth and improve adaptation to the cavity walls (Bayne et al., 1998; Frankenberg et
al., 1999). Flowable RBCs are usually comprised of conventional resins with a filler
content of less than 50 volume% compared with 57 to 72 volume% of traditional
hybrid RBCs and show substantial variation in flow properties (Combe et al., 1999).
Some flowable RBCs have been produced by addition of large amount of a diluent
monomer such as TEGDMA to high molecular weight monomer, for example
BisGMA and UDMA in an attempt to reduce the viscosity (Al-Hiyasat et al., 2005;
Baroudi et al., 2007).
Bayne et al. (1998) compared rheological properties of eight flowable RBCs
(Aeliteflo, CrystalEssence, FloRestore, Flow-IT, Revolution, True-look, Ultraseal XT
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Plus and Versaflo) and two hybrid RBCs (Prodigy and Z100) and identified five times
greater flow of Ultraseal XT Plus than the Aeliteflo. In addition, a similar amount of
fluidity was observed between Z100 and Aeliteflo but Prodigy exhibited the highest
viscosity among all materials investigated. The broad discrepancies in the viscosities
of flowable RBCs (Lee et al., 2003; Bayne et al., 1998) have led to considerable
variation in polymerisation shrinkage, elastic modulus and other physical properties
(Attar et al., 2003). Labella et al. (1999) found higher polymerisation shrinkage and
lower elastic modulus of flowable RBCs compared with hybrid RBCs. However,
RBCs with greater elastic modulus are required for posterior restorations in order to
bear high masticatory load, which otherwise may deform and lead to interfacial
disruption. The reduced amount of fillers and inferior physical properties have
restricted the use of flowable RBCs in low stress bearing cavities, such as small class
I restorations, class V restorations, amalgam repair, pit and fissure sealants and as a
base for class I and II restorations (Combe et al., 1999).
The use of flowable RBCs as a liner in class II restorations has also been
suggested. During early phase of polymerisation, a low modulus RBC may flow
plastically and reduce the interfacial stresses and maintain the marginal seal of
restoration. The microleakage in class II packable RBCs restorations with and without
flowable liner was evaluated by researchers in vitro and they have reported reduction
in microleakage with the application of a flowable liner (Leevailoj et al., 2001).
However, Jain and Belcher (2000) found no significant difference between
microleakage of class II restorations with and without flowable RBC liner. Braga et
al. (2003) evaluated the contraction stress of flowable and nonflowable RBCs and
influence of flowable RBC in stress reduction under nonflowable RBCs restorations
in vitro. They observed similar levels of stresses in flowable and nonflowable RBCs
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and no significant reduction of stresses with flowable when used as liner under
nonflowable RBCs.
RBCs have remained deficient in terms of handling and establishing adequate
contours with neighbouring teeth in contrast to amalgam. Hence, so-called “packable”
RBCs were introduced with an objective of increasing material viscosity and
improving subsequent handling properties (Leinfelder et al., 1999). Generally,
alteration in the filler particle size distribution, resin matrix or addition of rheological
control additives, namely fumed silica, have been carried out to make a packable RBC
which exhibits higher viscosity and less tackiness compared with other RBCs (van
Noort, 2002). The manufacturers claim improved handling properties and better
adaptation of packable RBCs in the proximal box of a class II restoration. However,
Peumans et al. (2001) disregarded such claims and suggested that the matrix system
has a significant effect over interproximal contacts in class II restorations rather than
RBCs. The packable RBCs have shown inferior physical and optical properties
compared with universal hybrid RBCs but some dentists prefer the viscous nature of
the material. Physical properties of five RBCs were evaluated by Cobb et al. (2000)
which include, three packable RBCs, Alert Condensable RBC (Jeneric Pentron),
SureFil High Density Posterior Restorative (Dentsply Caulk) and Solitaire (Heraeus
Kulzer); one conventional hybrid RBC, TPH Spectrum (Dentsply Caulk); and one
microfill RBC, Heliomolar Radiopaque (Ivoclar-Vivadent). The authors reported that
packable RBCs possess better handling characteristics, however, physical properties
remained inferior compared with conventional hybrid RBC. They further added that
large particles in packable RBCs may decrease wear resistance and increase surface
roughness. The dynamic elastic modulus of 12 packable RBCs was investigated by
Lambrechts et al. (2001) and they have reported wide variation in elastic modulus
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ranging from of 8.5 to 23.4 GPa which may create confusion in terms of material
selection for posterior restorations. Manhart et al. (2000) determined the flexural
strength, flexural modulus, fracture toughness and wear resistance of commercially
available packable RBCs and all materials exhibited substantial differences in
mechanical properties. The greater diversity in mechanical characteristics was
attributed to filler type, filler volume fraction, and particle distribution. The
polymerisation shrinkage stress of packable RBCs was compared with a conventional
hybrid RBC and authors have reported that packable RBCs exhibit significantly
higher contraction stress in contrast to hybrid RBCs. The difference between materials
was attributed to different filler loading, elastic modulus and resin matrix (Chen et al.,
2000).
It is clear that rheological adjustments have been mainly carried out by
changing filler volume, size distribution and resin matrix type, therefore, a variation in
associated mechanical properties is expected.
1.6.2 Nanofilled composite technology
Nanotechnology can be defined as the construction of materials and structures
of size 100 nm or less with novel characteristics through manipulating, measuring and
modelling of matter on a molecular scale (Harris and Ure, 2006). The manufacturing
of nanoparticles for microfilled and nanofilled RBCs involves a bottom-up synthetic
chemical sol-gel process in contrast to the traditional milling technique employed for
macrofilled RBCs (Mitra et al., 2003).
A nanofilled RBC, Filtek Supreme Universal Restorative, was introduced by
3M ESPE, St. Paul, MN, USA in 2003, which comprised of two types of particles.
First, individual nanosized particles or „nanomers‟ of 20 nm size and second,
„nanoclusters‟ of 0.6-1.4 µm size formed by the aggregation of 75 nm nanosized
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particles. The nanoparticles and nanoclusters were coated or penetrated with silane
before mixing with the resin matrix. This material is considered a nanofilled
composite by the manufacturer as it only contains nanoscale particles. However, this
it could also be termed a nanohybrid or a microhybrid, which may be due to the
nanoclusters of 0.6-1.4 µm size. The manufacturer has suggested that nanofilled
RBCs possess high polish retention similar to that of microfilled and physical and
mechanical properties comparable with hybrid RBCs (Mitra et al., 2003). Beun et al.
(2007) and Rodrigues Junior et al. (2008ab) compared various mechanical and
physical properties of the microhybrid and nanofilled RBCs and their findings are in
agreement with Mitra et al. (2003). On the contrary, Shah et al. (2009) identified
higher flexural strength of a microhybrid RBC compared with a nanofilled RBC.
Curtis et al. (2008, 2009) have reported distinct mechanical properties of RBCs with
nano-sized particles and „nanoclusters‟ in connection with water uptake and cyclic
loading. The greater bi-axial flexure strength degradation of nanofilled RBCs
compared with microhybrid RBCs at various storage regimes in water was most likely
due to their greater surface area to volume ratio and resulting availability of
hydrophilic component of the silane. However, enhanced fracture resistance and
reliability in flexural strength following cyclic pre-loading was observed in RBCs
having nanoclusters, which may be ascribed to infiltration of silane in the interstices
of nanoclusters and subsequent reinforcement with resin matrix. Shah et al. (2009)
compared the fracture toughness of a microhybrid (Filtek Z250) and a nanofilled
(Filtek Supreme Plus) RBCs (3M ESPE, St. Paul, MN, USA) using fracture fatigue
methods following post-cured heat treatment and hydration. Both heat treated RBCs
showed an increased toughness resulting from extrinsic toughening mechanisms such
as crack deflection and crack bridging, which occurred due to interparticle/intercluster
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crack growth. Crack deflection is a shielding mechanism that increases the fracture
resistance by lowering the stress intensity factor at the crack tip. Crack deflection may
form uncracked bridges behind the crack tip and sustain part of the applied load,
which would otherwise be experienced at crack tip and therefore toughens the
material. Following hydration, toughness of Filtek Supreme decreased significantly in
contrast to Z250 and reduced toughness of Filtek Supreme was attributed to filler/
matrix debonding which was not evident in Z250 (Shah et al., 2009).

1.6.3

Nanofilled controversy
Since the introduction of so-called, “nanofilled” RBCs by 3M ESPE (St. Paul,

MN, USA), some dental material manufacturers have modified the formulations of
their microhybrid RBCs by adding more nanoparticles and pre-polymerised fillers,
and have named this category “nanohybrid” RBCs. However, it is difficult to
differentiate nanohybrid from microhybrid RBCs as the result of slight variation in
their particle size and also their interchangeable properties such as flexural strength
and modulus (Ilie and Hickel, 2009). Consequently, a controversy exists among
researchers regarding the RBCs classification and until now “nano” is not considered
as a well-established classification (Harris and Ure, 2006; Curtis et al., 2008).
The overall reduction in particle size and incorporation of filler particles of
various sizes have been carried out since the invention of RBCs in order to optimise
mechanical properties. The introduction of so-called nanofilled or nanohybrid RBCs
also seems to be a furtherance of such a concept. But, due to availability of a variety
of nanofilled, nanohybrid and microhybrid RBCs with different formulations, it is
difficult to justify which RBC is superior. Many studies have compared mechanical
and physical characteristics of commercially available RBCs and reported a wide
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variation in results. Most studies reveal similarities between nanohybrid and
microhybrid RBCs, which may be due to similar filler morphologies and volume
fraction (Beun et al., 2007; Rodrigues Junior et al., 2008ab), whereas some
researchers have reported superior (Musanje and Ferracane, 2004; Curtis et al., 2009)
or inferior (Curtis et al., 2008; Shah et al., 2009) properties of nanofilled RBCs
compared with microhybrid RBCs. These differences in results may be explained, inpart, with different testing methods between investigators. In the majority of studies,
commercial nanofilled RBCs have been investigated, therefore, effect of confounding
variables such as resin and photo-initiator chemistry on the material properties may be
expected during comparison of materials. Hence, determination of experimental
nanohybrid or nanofilled RBCs with controlled variables is desirable to understand
novel aspects of future nanocomposite technology. A nanofilled RBCs classification
may develop in future, when RBCs are loaded entirely with nanosized components
and exhibit distinct characteristics compared with currently available RBCs.
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Chapter 2

2.2

Mechanical Properties of Resin-Based Composites

Theoretical strength characterisation
The theoretical strength of a brittle material is the stress required to separate it

into two parts (Griffith, 1921) (Section 2.1.1) and is dependent upon critical flaws,
which are capable of initiating fracture at an applied stress. The flaws vary widely in
size, severity and orientation and therefore a scatter in strength data will inevitably
exist.
2.1.1 Griffith’s Law
The concept that microscopic flaws present in a brittle material control the
strength property of that particular material is based on the experimental and
theoretical work of Griffith (Griffith, 1921). These flaws, which are located on the
surface or within the volume of the specimens act as nuclei, from where cracks can
propagate and lead to failure of specimens (Baran et al., 2001).
During experimental as well as theoretical tests, a crack in a brittle material is
subjected to an increase axial stress and grows spontaneously in relation to critical
stress and eventually leads to failure of the specimen. A larger crack requires smaller
stress to grow. This relationship can be expressed as in the following equation
(Darvell, 2002):

 crit . c  4E / 

Equation 2.1

This relates the critical stress (σcrit) for a given crack length (c), Young‟s
modulus (E) and the surface energy (γ) of that material. The surface energy is
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included because the growth of a crack requires formation of two new surfaces. The
growth of a crack can be simply described by the energy balance relationship which
states that crack extension occurs when the stored elastic energy in specimens exceeds
the energy required to create the new surfaces (Darvell, 2002).
Griffith‟s law provides reasonable agreement with experimental data for brittle
materials. However, some brittle-like materials such as resin-based composites
(RBCs) may exhibit some plastic deformation at the crack tip and are therefore able to
consume a greater amount of energy in contrast to the energy required for the creation
of a new surface. In simple terms, plastic deformation near the crack tip leads to
dissipation of elastically stored energy and slows the crack growth. In terms of
Griffith‟s law, any flaw or defect in the structure such as porosity, an unbonded
interface between a filler particle and resin matrix, a weak inclusion in a structure or a
weak grain boundary in metal can act as a crack (Darvell, 2002).
The organic matrix and filler content of RBCs are bonded through a silanecoupling agent. Inadequate silanisation of the filler may lead to structural defects at
the filler-matrix interface, which act as a micro-cracks and initiate crack propagation
along the interface, consequently resulting in failure (Yoshida et al., 2002). Curtis et
al. (2008) correlated the water uptake and bi-axial flexural strength of two nanofilled
and one microhybrid RBC. All RBCs exhibited significant strength degradation
following 6 months immersion in water compared with control specimens. The
reduction in the strength of all RBCs was the result of debonding of the filler at the
interface due to water infiltration, confirmed by interfacial micro-cracks under a
scanning electron microscope. Opdam et al. (1996, 2002) investigated the effect of
RBC consistency and application technique on porosity. The authors identified a
lesser porosity with injection technique in contrast to smearing and condensation
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techniques. Furthermore, the thick-consistency RBC produced more voids compared
with thin- and medium-consistency RBCs. Porosity in the RBCs may therefore act as
cracks in terms of Griffith‟s law and therefore accelerate the crack propagation and
reduce the strength of materials and ultimately may compromise the clinical
performance of materials.

2.1.2

Weibull Modulus
Fracture of brittle materials such as ceramics or materials that exhibit brittle-

like failure, usually originates from flaws distributed at the surface or within the
material. The major flaw size, on which the strength of a material is based, varies
from specimen to specimen and therefore a variation in strength values is expected.
However, the strength data of RBCs has been mainly reported by only mean strength
values and associated standard deviations and it is assumed that mean strength is a
true value and signifies a normal strength distribution. In reality, the defect population
lacks this level of homogeneity and as a result the failure of material may occur at
lower stresses (McCabe and Carrick, 1986). Therefore, the strength of RBCs may
only become meaningful when it is evaluated by a probability function such as
Weibull statistics (Weibull, 1951; McCabe and Carrick, 1986).
The Weibull modulus of a group of specimens may consider the flaw
population in a brittle material. A high Weibull modulus suggests a narrow
distribution of defects and an increased reliability of strength data (Weibull, 1951).
Other useful features of Weibull statistics include its ability to predict changes in
distributions according to the physical size of individual test specimen. By this
property of Weibull statistics, strength values of one sample may be scaled to predict
the corresponding strengths values for different sample size, shape or stress
distribution (Quinn, 2003).
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Weibull statistics have been employed for strength data of RBCs in numerous
studies (Chadwick et al., 1989; Drummond and Mlescke, 1991; Zhao et al., 1997;
Baran et al., 1998; Brosh et al., 1999; Lohbauer et al., 2003; Palin et al., 2003ab,
2005ab; Rodrigues Junior et al., 2008ab; Bhamra and Fleming, 2008; Curtis et al.,
2009b; Ilie and Hickel, 2009; Pick et al., 2010). Palin et al. (2003) compared the
reliability of bi-axial flexure test of RBCs with three-point flexure test using Weibull
modulus and have suggested that bi-axial flexure testing method provides a more
reliable testing method than three-point flexure. The increased reliability of bi-axial
flexure testing was attributed to decreased curing variability in disc shaped specimens
in contrast to three-point flexure specimens. Rodrigues Junior et al. (2008b) compared
the four-point flexure strength of a nanofilled and a microhybrid RBCs by Weibull
modulus and no significant differences between flexural strength and associated
Weibull modulus of both RBCs were observed. The authors suggested that similar
behaviour of RBCs might be a consequence of comparable filler content and
morphology of both RBCs. Chadwick et al. (1989) investigated the influence of
placement technique on compressive strength of RBC using Weibull statistics. In one
group RBC specimens were prepared with an amalgam plugger, while in the other
group specimens were prepared by smearing with a plastic spatula. The specimens
group prepared by condensation technique showed lower Weibull modulus, which is
indicative of decreased reliability compared with specimens prepared by smearing
technique. The lower Weibull modulus may be explained by greater porosity in
specimens, which were manufactured by a condensation technique.
It is clear that there is a considerable interest in using Weibull statistics for the
evaluation of RBC strength reliability. However, a wide range of RBCs with variable
elastic moduli are available. Despite this fact, no one has considered the applicability
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of Weibull statistics with less brittle RBCs. Since Weibull statistics are wellestablished for highly brittle materials, it might be that RBCs with greater resin
content may not provide strength data that is applicable to the use of Weibull
statistics. Moreover, many studies have submitted RBC strength data to Weibull
statistics and found a wide variation in Weibull moduli of similar RBCs. For example,
a Weibull modulus of Filtek Z250 ranging between 4.2-12.4 has been reported in the
literature (Table 2.1). These differences in results may lead to incorrect interpretation
of data between investigators. Therefore, research in terms of applicability of Weibull
statistics to different RBCs is required, which may consequently aid in the accurate
interpretation of data.
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Table 2.1. Weibull modulus (m) of different RBCs identified in some studies.
Reference

Year

Test method

Curtis et al.

2009

Bi-axial flexure

Ilie and Hickel

2009

Three-point flexure

Lahbauer et al.

2003

Four-point flexure

Materials
Heliomolar
Filtek Z250
Z100
Filtek Supreme Body
Filtek Supreme Translucent
Grandio
Grandio Flow
Filtek Silorane
EsthetX
Tetric
Tetric Ceram
Tetric Ceram HB
Tetric EvoCeram
Filtek Supreme XT
Charisma
Definite
Filtek Z250
Heliomolar
Solitaire
Solitaire II
Surefil
Tetric Ceram
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Weibull modulus
(m)
5.1-8.2
4.3-11.5
3.3-10.8
4.0-11.8
6.0-16.9
7.3-12.1
2.1-9.5
9.0-11.4
6.5-10.1
8.5-10.1
5.3-14.9
3.5-15.4
13.5-17.8
3.6-9.4
9.2
9.1
10.8
8.1
5.6
9.6
8.4
12.3

Table 2.1 (continued). Weibull modulus (m) of different RBCs identified in some studies.
Reference

Year

Test method

Palin et al.

2003a

Bi-axial flexure

Palin et al.

2003a

Three-point flexure

Palin et al.

2003b

Bi-axial flexure

Palin et al.

2005a

Palin et al.

Materials

Weibull modulus
(m)

Oxirane-based RBC
Filtek Z250
Z100
Oxirane-based RBC
Filtek Z250
Z100

16.2
11.9
10.2
9.2
8.5
6.3

Three-point flexure

Oxirane-based RBC
Filtek Z250
Z100
Z250

4.7-16.2
7.5-11.9
6.6-10.2
8.5-10.1

2005a

Bi-axial flexure

Z250

11.9-12.4

Pick et al.

2010

Three-point flexure

Pick et al.

2010

Bi-axial flexure

Concept Advanced
Filtek Z250
Heliomolar
Concept Advanced
Filtek Z250
Heliomolar
Filtek Z250
Filtek Supreme

3.9
4.2
3.3
8.6
6.6
7.2
7.6
9.7

Rodrigues Junior et 2008
al.

Three-point flexure
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2.2

Experimental strength characterisation
The mechanical strength of RBCs is reliant upon the complex intra-oral forces

such as compressive, tensile and shear introduced during mastication (Douglas, 1996)
and it has a significant influence on the performance of dental restorations (Ban and
Anusavice, 1990). The reproduction of such complex stresses in vitro is likely to be
difficult in terms of cost and methodology. In addition, the dynamic tests may
increase the probability of inertial effects and lead to misleading data. Consequently,
various static-load-to-failure strength testing techniques i.e. compressive (Brosch et
al., 1999; Jandt et al., 2000) diametral tensile (Penn et al., 1987; Asmussen and
Peutzfeldt, 1998; Aguiar et al., 2005) and flexure (Ferracane et al., 1998; Manhart et
al., 2000ab; Palin et al., 2005) have been employed for the determination of the
mechanical strength of RBCs.

2.2.1

Diametral Tensile Testing
In the diametral tensile test, cylindrical or disc specimens (6 mm diameter, 3

mm thickness) are employed and loaded in compression across their diameter (Ban
and Anusavice, 1990) and tensile stresses are generated at right angles to loaded
diameter (Figure 2.1) which result in fracture. In addition to uniform tensile stresses
across the diameter, the occurrence of shear forces at contact between specimens and
platens of loading machine have been suggested (Figure 2.1) (Williams and Smith,
1970; Palin et al., 2003) which may result in complex stresses and lead to a significant
variation in fracture pattern of specimens (Ban and Anusavice, 1990). Moreover, less
brittle specimens are likely to be deformed significantly and produce shear stresses at
the apex of the diametral plane before failure, which may lead to invalid data
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(Darvell, 1990; Ban and Anusavice, 1990) and render the comparison of results
difficult between different researchers.

Force
Shear stress

Tensile stress

Diametral

Figure 2.1. Schematic representation of diametral tensile testing adapted from
(Darvell, 2002) illustrating tensile stresses in the centre and shear stresses at the
point of contact of specimen.

2.2.2

Compressive Testing
For compressive strength, cylindrical specimens (4 mm diameter, 6 mm

thickness) are used and loaded longitudinally in compression in contrast to diametral
tensile testing. The failure of specimen in compressive testing is also believed to be
the result of generation of tensile and shear stresses (Figure 2.2) (Berenbaum and
Brodie, 1959). Consequently, a high correlation between diametral tensile and
compressive strength has been suggested in literature (Ban and Anusavice, 1990).
The cylindrical specimens are not clinically relevant as their geometry does
not mimic that of clinical restorations. Moreover, incomplete cure in the centre of
light-activated RBC specimens (Palin et al., 2003) is expected despite the irradiation
from both surfaces since most conventional RBCs exhibit a limited depth of cure of 2
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mm (Tsai et al., 2004) or even less (Moore et al., 2008). However, in a previous
study, Masouras et al. (2008a) irradiated the cylindrical specimens (5 mm diameter, 6
mm height) from upper and lower surface and subsequently an additional light cure
was performed in a curing chamber. It is likely that additional curing may enhance the
degree of conversion of polymer matrix as the result of greater heating effects in
curing unit (Ferracane and Condon, 1992).

Force

Tensile stress

Shear stress

Figure 2.2. Schematic representation of compressive testing of a cylindrical
specimen adapted from (Darvell, 2002) highlighting the shear stresses along the
cone shaped area at either end of specimen and tensile stresses within the centre
portion of cylinder. The stresses generated during compressive testing appear
comparable with diametral tensile testing.
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2.2.3

Three-Point Flexure Testing
The International Standards Organisation (ISO) recommends the three-point

flexure test to determine the flexural strength of RBCs (ISO 4049) which is frequently
employed for dental RBC research worldwide. The three-point flexure test utilizes
bar-shaped specimens (25 mm length, 2 mm width, and 2 mm thickness) and
specimens are centrally loaded using a knife-edge indenter with a support span of 20
mm at the crosshead speed of 0.75±0.25 mm/min. The three-point flexure test
produces tensile stresses on the lower convex surface of specimen (Figure 2.3). A
disadvantage of the three-point bending test is that undesirable edge failures of
specimen may occur, which may lead to an error in strength measurements (Ban and
Anusavice, 1990). Also, due to the greater length of specimens compared with the exit
window diameter of all handheld curing-light tips, an overlapping light-curing
procedure is employed for the polymerisation of specimens. This curing procedure
may lead to an inhomogeneous curing as overlapped areas of specimens are likely to
be polymerize greater than adjacent regions (Yap and Teoh, 2003; Palin et al., 2003)
and decrease the reliability of flexure strength data (Palin et al., 2003, 2005). In order
to eliminate inconsistent polymerisation of bar specimens, various alternative methods
have been suggested.
Mehl at al. (1997) and Manhart et al. (2000ab) cured the bar-shaped specimens
(25 mm length) with three light-units which were placed close to each other and
operated simultaneously. Ferracane et al. (2003) has suggested the use of oven-light
curing units for irradiation of bar-shaped specimens, which may allow efficient and
simultaneous polymerisation of multiple specimens. Yap and Teoh (2003) employed a
shorter bar-shaped specimen (12 mm length) in order to achieve uniform curing in a
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single irradiation and authors have suggested a clinical relevance and easy fabrication
of short bar-shaped specimens compared with long specimens.
Bhamra and Fleming (2008) evaluated the effect of light tip diameter (8, 11
and 13mm) on flexural strength of four commercial RBCs. The decreased tip diameter
resulted in an increase number of overlapping irradiations. However, no significant
differences were observed between Weibull modulus of each material with respect to
light tip diameter. These results contradict the theory proposed by Palin et al. (2003,
2005a), who postulated that during overlapping curing procedure of bar-shaped
specimens, the post-gel shrinkage stresses following irradiation of end regions place
the central portion under tensile stress, which may decrease the homogeneity and
consistency of polymerisation along the length of specimen and lead to reduction in
the reliability of data. The gel point is the most important stage of polymerisation,
where material begins to solidify. Following the post-gelation of resin, material can
no longer flow sufficiently to absorb the contraction stresses (Stansbury et al., 2005).
However, Bhamra and Fleming (2008) did not identify any significant differences in
Weibull modulus in spite of using the increased number of overlapping irradiations.
Despite the improved polymerisation of specimens, edge fracture of specimen and
resultant variation in strength values remain a disadvantage of the three-point flexure
test. Moreover, the large specimen geometry is not representative of the restorations
placed clinically.
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Force

Compression

Tension
Span width
Figure 2.3. Schematic representation of three-point flexure test adapted from
(Rodrigues Junior et al., 2008a) illustrating the compressive and tensile stresses
in upper and lower half of specimen, respectively.

2.2.4 Four-Point Flexure Testing
The four-point flexure test also employs similar bar-shaped specimens as the
three-point flexure test. The specimens are loaded symmetrically at two locations with
loading rollers and the distance between loading points is usually one-third or onefourth of the support span length (Figure 2.4). In four-point flexure test, maximum
bending occurs between the loading points, whereas in three-point flexure test, the
maximum bending occurs below the loading roller. Hammant (1971) stated that fourpoint flexure test generates uniform stress field along the surface and reduces the
stress concentration near the loading points. Moreover, the results of four-point
flexure tests are likely to be more representative of the bulk properties since a greater
portion of specimen is stressed. Despite these advantages, four-point flexure test has
not been used frequently due to experimental difficulties, which may include the
complex test fixture in contrast to three-point flexure test (Kusy and Dilley, 1984).
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Rodrigues Junior et al. (2008b) determined the flexural strength of a microhybrid and
a nanofilled RBC by three-point and four-point flexure tests and the authors identified
greater three-point flexure strength of both RBCs compared with four-point flexure
strength. In the four-point flexure test a greater volume of specimen is subject to
loading, therefore it is reasonable to expect that specimens will fail at lower stresses
compared with three-point flexure test.

Force

Compression

Tension
Span width
Figure 2.4. Schematic representation of four-point flexure test adapted from
(Rodrigues Junior et al., 2008a) illustrating the compressive and tensile stresses
in upper and lower half of specimen respectively. The effective volume is greater
compared with three-point flexure test.

2.2.5

Bi-axial Flexure Testing
Bi-axial flexure testing is a commonly used technique for the evaluation of

dental ceramics (Wagner and Chu, 1996; Cattell et al., 1997; Addison et al., 2007).
The main advantage of the bi-axial flexure test is that the maximum tensile stresses
occur within the central loading area and spurious edge failures are eliminated in
contrast to three-point flexure testing. The bi-axial flexure test has also been
employed for the assessment of RBCs (Palin et al., 2003, 2005ab; Curtis et al., 2008;
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Pick et al., 2010). A disc-shaped specimen (12mm diameter, 1 mm thickness) is
usually used for bi-axial flexure test, which represents the average width of molar
teeth and also allows a clinically relevant single-shot irradiation protocol instead of an
overlapping cure used for bar specimens in three-point flexure testing. Furthermore,
the results achieved by bi-axial flexure testing are also independent of specimen
geometry and flaw direction (Shetty, 1980; Piddock, 1987; Ban and Anusavice, 1990,
1992).
For bi-axial flexure test, various load and support configurations such as ringon-ring, piston-on–three-ball and ball-on-ring (Figure 2.5) have been employed in
ceramic-related studies. In a ring-on-ring bi-axial flexure test, a plate shaped
specimen is supported by a coaxial ring and loaded at the centre with a smaller
coaxial ring. Ritter et al. (1980) evaluated different bi-axial flexure test
configurations, namely ring-on-ring, piston-on–three-ball and ball-on-ring, using
finite element analysis and have reported a stress concentration under the loading ring
in ring-on-ring configuration. Therefore, if the fracture initiates under the loading ring
then the value of fracture stress is likely to be uncertain and in addition, the area and
volume subjected to maximum stress are substantially less than theoretical
assumptions. The piston-on-three-ball test employs plate shaped specimen supported
on three symmetrically spaced ball-bearings and loaded centrally with a flat piston.
The support utilized in the piston-on-three-ball configuration can accommodate
slightly warped specimens, however, the stresses that occur below the flat piston are
non-uniform and difficult to model and the calculation of flexure stress is uncertain,
which may lead to inaccurate results. In a ball-on-ring configuration, the specimen is
supported on a ring and centrally loaded with a spherical indenter. The useful feature
of ball-on-ring test is that a minimal friction occurs between the test specimen and jig
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during loading and it has been suggested as the most reliable bi-axial flexure strength
test method (de With and Wagemans, 1989) which may also be the reason of its
greater use in RBCs research (Palin et al., 2003, 2005ab; Curtis et al., 2009b)
compared with other configurations.

a

b

c
Loading ring

Loading ball

Loading piston

Specimen
Ball
bearing
support
Knife-edge ring
support

Figure 2.5. Schematic representations of (a) ball-on-ring (b) ring-on-ring (c)
piston-on-three ball bi-axial flexure strength test configurations.

Curtis et al. (2009b) compared the bi-axial flexure strength data of microfilled,
nanofilled, microhybrid and nanohybrid RBCs using Weibull statistics and identified
an increased reliability of strength data of nanofilled RBCs in contrast to other RBCs.
The increased reliability of nanofilled RBCs was attributed to silane infiltration within
interstices of the nanoclusters and resulting modified response to pre-loading induced
stress. The same authors have suggested in a previous study that that enhanced
damage tolerance of nanofilled RBCs may be the result of crack bifurcation and
capability of nanocluster to absorb and dissipate stresses by collapsing into the preexisting cluster porosities or loss of fragments from the main cluster structure (Curtis
et al., 2009a). Pick et al. (2010) evaluated the piston-on-three-ball bi-axial flexure
strength and three-point bending strength of three commercial RBCs and identified a
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greater data scattering for two of the materials tested by three-point bending compared
with bi-axial flexure. The authors explained this by an increase in the probability of
finding a critical size flaw in three-point bend specimen due to increased specimen‟s
effective volume under tensile stresses. In addition, this may also be explained with
the edge failure of some three-point bending test specimens.
The 12mm discs utilized in bi-axial flexure testing allow for “one-shot” curing
and, as such are considered more clinically relevant. However, there is likely to be
inhomogeneous curing in an axial direction due to Gaussian distribution of light
intensity across the face of a curing-tip with bundled fibres. Consequently,
inconsistency in bi-axial flexure data may be expected.

2.2.6

Elastic Modulus
Elastic modulus relates to stiffness or rigidity of material and may be

described as the ratio of uniaxial stress to strain in a material at small strain levels
(Watts, 1994). It is determined from the slope of the elastic region of stress-strain
curve (Chung et al., 2005).
Ideally, the elastic modulus of RBCs should be matched with dental tissues to
allow uniform stress distribution across the restoration-tooth interface during
mastication (Nakayama et al., 1974; Jones and Rizkalla, 1996). The mismatch of
elastic modulus between tooth hard tissues and RBCs in a restored tooth may result in
fracture of surrounding tooth structure (Jones and Rizkalla, 1996). In addition,
disruption of interfacial tooth/restoration bonding may occur, which may
consequently result in microleakage, secondary caries and postoperative sensitivity
(Nakayama et al., 1974; Jones and Rizkalla, 1996). In previous literature, the elastic
modulus of dentine and enamel has been reported as 13-19 GPa (Watts, 1994; Xu et
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al., 1998) and 80-94 GPa (Xu et al., 1998) respectively. Therefore, an optimal
restoration may only be achieved when two different restorative materials with
appropriate elastic modulus distribution related to enamel and dentine are combined
simultaneously. However, RBCs are viscoelastic in nature, which may likely exhibit
different behaviour compared with enamel and closer match to that of dentine at body
temperature. Consequently, dentine has been considered as the standard for the
investigation of viscoelastic restorative materials (Watts, 1994).
The elastic modulus of RBCs has been determined using different static and
dynamic techniques. The static methods include three-point bending, tensile,
compressive (Chabrier et al., 1999; Sabbagh et al., 2002; Wu et al., 2002) and
indentation (Chung et al., 2005, Drummond, 2005) whereas, ultrasonic pulse method
(Nakayama et al., 1974) mechanical resonance frequencies technique (Spinner and
Tefft, 1961), dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) (Braem et al., 1987) and
impulse excitation technique (Braem et al., 1986; Sabbagh et al., 2002) are employed
dynamically. For impulse excitation techniques, a specimen is set in flexural vibration
by a light mechanical impulse. Subsequently, the signal produced is collected by a
microphone located below the specimen and fundamental frequency under flexure is
displayed on the screen of apparatus (Sabbagh et al., 2002; Leprince et al., 2010). In
the ultrasonic pulse method, ultrasound is applied to specimens and elastic modulus is
calculated from velocity of longitudinal and transverse waves generated at resonant
frequency (Nakayama et al., 1974; Jones and Rizkalla, 1996). In DMTA, generally,
bending loads are applied to a clamped specimen in single cantilever mode at
different frequencies and temperature range (Emami and Söderholm, 2005). The
analyser unit compares the applied stresses and the related strain signals (Braem et al.,
1987) and then elastic modulus, viscous modulus and loss tangent are collected and
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plotted against temperature (Mesquita et al., 2006). In general, dynamic tests are
simple and non-destructive but require special equipment and are sensitive to the
position of the specimen. For example, in the ultrasonic method, specimen position
may change during water immersion and cause difficulty in signal measurement
(Braem et al., 1986). The advantage of uniaxial static methods is that strength
properties of a material can also be determined in addition to elastic properties
(Chung et al., 2004). However, the strains produced by the static methods are difficult
to record in materials with high elastic modulus (Suansuwan and Swain, 2001) and
thus high stresses are needed to produce enough deformation. Among the testing
methods, three-point bending test stipulated by ISO for the evaluation of flexural
strength of RBCs is frequently employed to determine the elastic modulus (Manhart et
al., 2000; Sabbagh et al., 2002; Kim et al., 2002; Beun et al., 2007; Rodrigues Junior
et al., 2008b).
The elastic modulus values of RBCs vary greatly between studies, which are
likely due to significant differences in testing methodologies. Sabbagh et al. (2002)
evaluated the elastic modulus of a wide range of RBCs using static and dynamic
techniques. The dynamic moduli of elasticity of RBCs ranged from 3.0 to 28.6 GPa,
which was considerably greater than static moduli of elasticity of RBCs, which
ranged from 1.4 to 18.5 GPa, which may be due to variation in the deformation rate of
specimens. At low strain rate or frequency, the elastic modulus of RBC decreases,
which suggests that RBCs have sufficient time for relaxation that allows stress relief
to occur. In contrast, at high strain rate, the time available for viscous flow decreases,
which reduces the level of stress relief and thus increases the elastic modulus.
Many studies have evaluated the elastic modulus of RBCs with respect to filler
content (Braem et al., 1985; Ferracane et al., 1998; Masouras et al., 2008a) size
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(Tanimoto et al., 2006; Masouras et al., 2008a ; Masouras et al., 2008b) and shape
(Masouras et al., 2008b; Leprince et al., 2010). Braem et al. (1985), Ferracane et al.
(1998), Ikejima et al. (2003) and Masouras et al. (2008a) identified an increase in
elastic modulus with increasing filler volume fraction. Tanimoto et al. (2006)
determined the flexural modulus of RBCs with different filler sizes at constant
volume fraction and no difference between flexural modulus of RBCs was observed.
On the other hand, Masouras et al. (2008a, b) identified an increase in the flexural
modulus of RBCs with increasing filler particle size but authors have not offered any
explanation. It may be speculated from this work that large filler particles are likely to
bear greater load and reduce the deformation of polymer network compared with
small filler particles, which may result in increased elastic modulus of RBCs.
The effect of filler morphology on elastic modulus has been investigated in
several studies, however, the results are contradictory. Masouras et al. (2008b) stated
that RBCs with irregular fillers exhibit greater elastic modulus compared with RBCs
comprised of spherical fillers. The authors suggested that irregular shape fillers may
have potential to interlock and thus not rearrange their position which ultimately
results in high elastic modulus. On the contrary, Leprince et al. (2010) identified an
opposite trend and authors have advocated a possibility of silane infiltration in porous
spherical nanoclusters, which may improve the elastic modulus.

2.2.7

Viscoelastic behaviour of resin-based composites
For materials that exhibit both viscous and elastic properties during

deformation are characterised as „viscoelastic‟. The stress application on viscoelastic
materials generally leads to some storage of energy (elastic behaviour) and dissipation
of a part of the energy (viscous behaviour). Subsequently, the removal of stress results
in a combination of time-dependent recovery of the elastic energy and permanent
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deformation of viscous characteristics of the material (Mesquita and Gerstorfer,
2008).
In polymeric composites, the matrix has a dominating effect on the
viscoelastic nature of materials (Kumar and Talreja, 2003). This time dependent
deformation of polymeric materials can be determined by measuring the creep and
recovery characteristics of material. Creep can be defined as a generation of strain in a
material under a continuous application of stress over a selected time. In contrast, the
„recovery‟ of a viscoelastic material is its relaxation over a certain period after stress
relief (Vaidyanathan and Vaidyanathan, 2001). Viscoelastic properties have greater
significance in terms of mechanical performance of RBCs because of their timedependent deformation under masticatory forces in oral environment (Cock and
Watts, 1985). There are various factors that may affect the viscoelastic response of
RBCs, for instance; temperature, aging, vibration frequency and dynamic strain rate
(Mesquita and Gerstorfer, 2008).
Cock and Watts (1985) measured the creep of six RBCs including microfilled
and traditional types (Section 1.2-1.3) in compression and reported a decreased
viscoelastic response of traditional RBCs, which possess increased filler loads.
Similar findings were found by Baroudi et al. (2007) who identified a greater creep
strain for flowable RBCs which contained a low filler load. Vaidyanathan and
Vaidyanathan (2001) evaluated elastic, viscoelastic and viscous deformation of three
RBCs microfilled (low filler content), minifilled (medium filler content) and
midifilled (high filler content) under creep and recovery parameters. The deformation
was decreased in order of increasing filler content. It is known that slippage,
decoupling and disentanglements of polymer chains cause creep and plastic
deformation in polymeric materials (Baroudi et al., 2007). Therefore, filler
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incorporation into the resin matrix reduces the volume of resin content and therefore
leads to a decrease in the occurrence of plastic deformation. Consequently, the
viscoelastic response of RBCs is significantly affected. Viscoelastic characteristics of
four different packable RBCs were evaluated using a resonant dynamic mechanical
analysis technique in torsion at various frequencies and temperature range. All
materials exhibited significant difference in viscoelastic response, which could be
suggestive of variation in monomer and filler composition and filler loading
(Papadogiannis et al., 2004). The effect of temperature and water on viscoelastic
characteristics of three nanofilled, one packable and one ormocer RBC were
investigated and the results highlighted that increased temperature was responsible for
a substantial decrease in the moduli of all materials, however, water affected the
materials at different rates (Papadogiannis et al., 2008). The authors suggested that the
effect of water on moduli of RBCs is likely to be material specific and depend upon
filler load. However, Ferracane et al. (1998) proposed that there was less effect of
water on flexural modulus of RBCs over prolonged storage periods, which may
suggest that filler content has a significant role while factors affecting the polymer
matrix may have less significance in determining flexural modulus. Viscoelastic
properties of direct and indirect RBCs were evaluated at different frequencies
between 0.1 to 10 Hz using dynamic mechanical analysis (Mesquita et al., 2006). The
elastic modulus of all RBCs increased with increasing frequency, a low-frequency
range materials have sufficient time to flow therefore viscous behaviour
predominates. Whereas, at high-frequency there is less time for materials to flow in a
viscous manner and therefore materials behave more elastically and lead to an
increase in elastic modulus. Musanje and Darvell (2004) determined the elastic
modulus of four commercially-available light-cured RBCs at a wide range of cross-
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head speeds and identified a marked and steady rise in elastic modulus with
increasing cross-head speed. The investigators explained their findings similarly as
Mesquita et al. (2006) described above.

2.2.8 Deformation rates for resin-based composite testing
Deformation rates (cross-head speeds) during mechanical property testing vary
widely between studies (Table 2.2), which may lead to difficulty in comparison and
interpretation of results between operators and research laboratories. RBCs placed
clinically experience cyclic loading of varying magnitudes during their lifetime due to
forces from mastication and grinding. Para-functional habits, such as bruxism, result
in RBCs being subjected to constant forces (Ruyter and Øysæd, 1982) for several
minutes in contrast to the intermittent forces in normal mastication (Glaros and Rao,
1977). Moreover, the effect of deformation rate on mechanical properties of polymerbased materials has been reported (Chen and Cheng, 2002; Jacob et al., 2004).
However, mechanical properties of RBCs have been usually determined at one
deformation rate and even ISO 4049 has suggested a limited range (0.75±0.25
mm/min) for the determination of flexural strength of RBCs. A reason for the
selection of a lower deformation rate for mechanical testing of RBCs may be the
occurrence of inertial effects at higher deformation rates. It is believed that inertial
responses of the testing machine increase with increasing test speed, which may lead
to erroneous results and difficulty in interpretation of data. Therefore, accurate
characterisation of machine compliance for deformation rate associated studies is
important and should be conducted.
It is clear that mechanical testing of RBCs at one deformation rate may not
provide sufficient information to elucidate the material behaviour in the real clinical
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environment. Thus determination of mechanical properties of RBCs with regard to
deformation rate should be standardised.
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Table 2.2. Cross-head speeds used in some mechanical tests for resin-based
materials studies.
Reference

Year

Test type

Aguiar et al.

2005

Diametral

Asmussen and
Peutzfeldt
Beun et al.

2004

Three-point flexure

1.0

2007

Three-point flexure

0.75

Chabrier et al.

1999

Compression

0.2

Curtis et al.

2008

Bi-axial flexure

1.0

Deepa and
Krishnan
Ferracane et al.

2000

10.0

Kim et al.

1994

Compression
Diametral
Fracture toughness
Three-point flexure
Three-point flexure

0.13
0.254
0.1

Labella et al.

1994

Three-point flexure

5.0

Li et al.

2009

Compression

0.1

Lohbauer et al.

2003

Four-point flexure

0.75

Manhart et al.

2001

Three-point flexure

0.5

and 2000
1987

Diametral
Three-point flexure
Fracture toughness

10.0
1.0
5.0

Sabbagh et al.

2002

Three-point flexure

0.75

Sandner et al.

1997

Three-point flexure

5.0

Tian et al.

2008

Three-point flexure

0.5

Yesilyurt et al.

2009

Three-point flexure

0.05

Zhang and Xu

2008

Three-point flexure

0.5

Zhang et al.

2010

Three-point flexure

0.5

Peutzfeldt
Asmussen
Pilliar et al.

1998
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Cross-head speed
(mm/min)
10.0

2.2.8

Specimen Storage Variability
The International Standard Organization has recommended storage of RBCs

specimens in distilled water at 37 ºC for 24 h prior to flexural strength testing (ISO
4049, 2000) and this protocol has been employed in many studies. The reasons for
storage of specimens in distilled water are to simulate the oral environment and to
allow for the elution of all leachable and unreacted constituent and postpolymerisation of RBCs (Ferracane and Condon, 1990). However, many investigators
have conducted the mechanical properties of RBCs after storage of specimen in
different storage media such as ethanol (Ferracane and Berge, 1995; Zhang and Xu,
2008), food simulating-liquids (Deepa and Krishnan, 2000) and artificial saliva
(Musnaje and Darvell, 2003) at varying temperatures (Watts et el., 1987) and pH
(Prakki et al., 2005) in an attempt to introduce a clinically relevant environment
compared with distilled water. Moreover, selection of specimen storage time prior to
mechanical test is arbitrary and varies widely between studies. Therefore, the
differences in results may be expected between different operators and research
laboratories and the comparison of data may be difficult.
According to ISO 4049 each specimen is to be suspended by its diametral axis
for the studies related to water sorption and solubility of RBCs. However, there is not
any criterion for specimen alignment prior to flexural strength testing and it has rarely
been considered in the dental literature. As water sorption is known to be diffusion
controlled (Asaoka and Hirano, 2003), it can be argued that any difference between
surface areas of specimens exposed to water may significantly affect water uptake and
ultimately mechanical strength of RBCs following storage. Therefore, it is essential to
address the effect of specimen alignment on mechanical properties, which may
consequently aid in the accurate assessment of data among researchers.
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Studies have reported that water uptake of RBCs is dependent upon the resin
matrix chemistry and degree of conversion (Ferracane, 1994), filler particle size and
distribution (Calais and Söderholm, 1988) and filler/matrix bonding (Beatty et al.,
1998). Palin et al. (2005b) identified a decrease in water uptake of Filtek Z250
compared with Z100 and the differences were attributed to variation in resin
chemistry since filler morphology was comparable. Cutis et al. (2008) found an
increased water uptake of Filtek supreme „translucent‟ shade (FST) compared with
Filtek supreme „body‟ shade (FSB) and the increased water uptake of FST was likely
to be result of the greater volume percentage of individually dispersed nanoparticles
and resultant larger surface area availability for water sorption.

2.3 Summary and general aims
In vitro mechanical characterisation of RBCs is a common approach in order to
predict their clinical performance. The data acquired may only be considered as
meaningful when reproducible and relevant testing and data analysis methods are
employed among investigators. Several investigators have used Weibull statistics for
the analysis of RBCs strength data, however their applicability might be questioned as
many RBCs contain greater resin content and may exhibit sufficient viscous
deformation prior to brittle failure. Moreover, variability in the selection of cross-head
speed is common and, consequently, differences in the data and associated
interpretation may occur. The storage of specimen in distilled water in an attempt to
simulate with oral environment is a common practice prior to mechanical properties
testing. However, specimen alignment during the storage regime has rarely been
reported in literature. It is reasonable to expect that any differences between specimen
alignment and resulting surface areas exposed to water may cause variation in the
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water sorption and ultimately affect the mechanical properties. Thus, it is essential to
understand the relevance of testing and data analysis methods for the accurate
characterisation of mechanical properties of RBCs which may aid in the
understanding and development of materials.
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Chapter 3

3.1

The Applicability of Weibull Statistics for the Mechanical
Characterisation of Dental Resin-Based Composites

Introduction
The „strength‟ of dental resin-based composites (RBCs) is traditionally

determined by various static load-to-failure techniques including diametral tensile,
compressive loading and uni-axial and bi-axial flexure and each technique has its
merits and demerits (Section 2.2). The fracture of brittle materials or materials which
exhibit brittle-like failure originates from flaws distributed at the surface or within the
material. The size, distribution and geometry of flaws, on which the strength of the
material is determined, vary from specimen to specimen and therefore a range of
strength values is expected. However, the strength data of RBCs is usually only
reported as mean strength values and associated standard deviations based on an
assumption that the mean strength is a true value and a normal strength distribution is
present. In reality, the defect population may lack this level of homogeneity and as a
result the failure of material may occur at lower stresses (McCabe and Carrick, 1986).
Therefore, it has been suggested that the strength of RBCs may only become
meaningful when it is evaluated by a probability function such as Weibull statistics
(Weibull, 1951; McCabe and Carrick, 1986) and there is an increasing trend of the use
of this statistical function within the dental literature.
Weibull statistics are well established and provide a useful analytical approach
in materials science. The strength data of dental ceramics have been widely reported
by Weibull statistics (Cattell et al., 1997; Bhamra et al., 2002; Lohbauer et al., 2002;
Bona et al., 2003; Addison et al., 2007ab) and there is significant interest in using this
analysis for the evaluation of failure behaviour of RBCs (Palin et al., 2003; Palin et
al., 2005; Rodrigues Junior et al., 2008; Curtis et al., 2009; Ilie and Hickel, 2009a).
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Weibull statistics are based on the weakest link theory which assumes that failure at
any individual flaw leads to total failure (Danzer, 2006) and the probability of failure
increases with an increase in specimen size, because of the increased likelihood of
encountering a larger flaw (Griffith, 1921).
There has been significant variability in the selection of an appropriate
specimen sample size between researchers in the dental materials science literature.
Commonly, ten (Ban and Anusavice, 1990; Bona et al., 2003) or twenty (Palin et al.,
2005; Curtis et al., 2009) specimens are employed for Weibull statistics. However, it
has been stated that it is not possible to differentiate between a Weibull, a Gaussian,
or any other similar distribution function on the basis of such a small sample size
(Danzer, 2006). Indeed the experimental sample sizes utilized by Waloddi Weibull in
his original work were often in excess of ten times this number (Weibull, 1939, 1951).
A sample size of at least thirty specimens for Weibull statistics with due consideration
of material and testing cost has been suggested and seems to have been accepted in
the dental materials literature (Quinn, 1990; Ritter, 1995). However, this „magic‟
number lacks validation for the majority of materials, systems or testing methods
employed in dental materials science. Furthermore, Danzer et al. (2008) has used the
term “Weibull material” for a material which possesses a single flaw type and the
associated distribution follows the inverse power law. However, brittle materials
containing multi-mode defect distributions; a combination of surface and volume
critical flaws; or exhibiting heterogeneous internal residual stress fields are likely to
deviate from Weibull distributions (Danzer et al., 2008). Moreover, Weibull
distributions may not necessarily be valid in small specimens or those presenting high
stress gradients (Danzer et al., 2007), both of which may be applicable to the dental
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materials and common dental materials testing methods. In all these cases the Weibull
modulus depends on “the applied stress amplitude” (Danzer et al., 2007).
At the most basic level, Weibull statistics can be used to predict the changes in
strength data distributions according to the physical size of the individual test
specimens under stress so that strength values of particular specimen size, shape or
stress configuration may be scaled to predict corresponding values for different test
specimen sizes, shapes or stress configurations (Quinn and Quinn, 2010).
Consequently, the validity of the use of Weibull statistics for a particular system can
be tested by investigating the consistency of the experimental and theoretical
distributions when volume effects are introduced.
Polymers are characterized as visco-elastic materials, therefore some viscous
deformation is expected in a RBC prior to brittle-like failure (Watts, 1994; Mesquita
et al., 2006). In addition, a variety of RBCs have been developed with different
formulations and wide variation in intrinsic properties such as elastic modulus is
observed (Sabbagh et al., 2002; Ilie and Hickel, 2009b). Consequently, the use of
Weibull statistics might be questioned for less brittle and viscoelastic materials such
as RBCs compared with ceramic-based materials, for which Weibull statistics are
established (Cattell et al., 1997; Bhamra et al., 2002; Lohbauer et al., 2002; Bona et
al., 2003; Addison et al., 2007ab). Until now, no researcher has considered the effect
of such characteristics on the applicability of Weibull statistics in RBC related
research. Therefore, the aim of the current study was to investigate the applicability of
Weibull statistics in different classes of RBCs likely to exhibit a variation in
viscoelasticity.
The application of feldspathic porcelain is considered as a traditional approach
to high strength ceramic materials. It is commonly used for the fabrication of
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Porcelain Laminate Veneers (PLVs) and Dentine Bonded Crowns (DBCs), which
requires adhesive bonding agent for the cementation with prepared tooth. The
mechanical strength of porcelain is determined using different tests such as threepoint flexure (Sherrill and O‟Brien, 1974), four-point flexure (Bona et al., 2003), and
bi-axial flexure (Cattell et al., 1997). The strength scaling of ceramics has been
carried out in previous studies using three and four-point flexure tests, however, until
now, no researcher has employed bi-axial flexure testing for strength scaling. Thus, in
the current investigation, strength scaling of feldspathic porcelain will also be
conducted using ball-on-ring and ring-on-ring bi-axial flexure testing.

3.2

Experimental procedure

3.2.1

Materials
In the current investigation, three commercial resin-based composite (RBC)

materials, namely a microhybrid (Z100 MP RestorativeTM, Z100; batch 8YR; shade
A3), a “nanofilled” (FiltekTM Supreme XT, FST; batch 9BW; shade CT) and a
“flowable” (FiltekTM Supreme XT, FSF; batch N163221; shade A3) RBC were
evaluated. The resin chemistry of FST comprised of bisphenol-A diglycidyl ether
dimethacrylate (BisGMA), triethyleneglycol dimethacrylate (TEGDMA), bisphenolA hexaethoxylated dimethacrylate (BisEMA6) and urethane dimethacrylate UDMA).
In contrast, FSF possessed BisGMA, TEGDMA and BisEMA6, while Z100 comprised
of BisGMA and TEGDMA only. The resin matrix of FST is loaded with „nanocluster‟
particles with a size distribution of 0.6-1.4 μm and dispersed nanosized silica with a
mean size of 75 nm to 30 and 40 mass% respectively. The „nanocluster‟ in FST is an
agglomeration of nanosized (75 nm) silica particles. The total filler loading FST was
reported as 70.0 mass% (57.5 volume%) (Mitra et al., 2003; FiltekTM Supreme
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Product Report 2003). The filler in FSF is a combination of 75 nm diameter nonagglomerated silica, 5-10 nm diameter non-agglomerated zirconia, 0.6 -1.4 microns
loosely bound nanoclusters, consisting of 5-20 nm primary zirconia/silica particles.
The total filler loading was approximately 65% by mass and 55% by volume
(FiltekTM Supreme XT Flowable Restorative Product Report 2005). Z100 was
reported as being loaded with fused spheroidal zirconia-silica filler particles to 84.5
mass% and 66 volume% and filler particles size ranged from 0.01-3.5 µm with an
average of 0.6 µm (FiltekTM Z100 Product Report 1996) (Table 3.1).
The failure characteristics of a feldspathic porcelain was also examined in the
current investigation: Vitadur-Alpha dentine powder (batch 7290; shade A2) and
Vitadur Modelling-P liquid (batch 11290) (Vita Zahnfabrik, Bad Säckingen,
Germany). As a comparative brittle control material, glass cover slips (13 mm
diameter, 0.22 mm thickness) were also tested (Agar Scientific Ltd, Essex, England)
and used as received.
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Table 3.1. RBCs constituents used in the current investigation.
Material

Classification

Resin

Filler

Total filler
content
84.5 weight%
66.0 volume%

Filtek Z100

Microhybrid

BisGMA
TEGDMA

Zirconia/silica; 0.01-3.5 µm (84.5 weight%)

Filtek supreme
translucent

Nanofilled

Silica; 75 nm nanoparticles (40.0 weight%)
Silica; 0.6-1.4 µm nanoclusters (30.0
weight%)

70.0 weight%
57.5 volume%

Filtek supreme
flowable

Flowable

BisGMA
UDMA
BisEMA6
TEGDMA
BisGMA
TEGDMA
BisEMA6

Silica; 75 nm nanoparticles
Zirconia; 5-10 nm nanoparticles
Zirconia/silica; 0.6-1.4 μm nanoclusters

65.0 weight%
55.0 volume%

BisGMA, bisphenol-A diglycidyl ether dimethacrylate; TEGDMA, triethyleneglycol dimethacrylate; BisEMA6, bisphenol-A hexaethoxylated dimethacrylate; UDMA, urethane dimethacrylate.
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3.2.2

Specimen preparation
For each RBC, one hundred and eighty nominally identical disc-shaped

specimens (12 mm diameter, 1 mm thickness) consisting of two groups (n=90) were
fabricated. Split black nylon moulds were used to allow specimen removal without
introducing spurious bending stresses. For each specimen 0.24±0.005 g of RBC paste
was weighed using electronic scales (Mettler-Toledo Ltd, Leicester, UK) accurate to
0.001 g and then packed into the nylon mould. Upper and lower surfaces of each
specimen were covered with cellulose acetate strip (approximately 0.1 mm thick) to
lessen the impact of oxygen inhibition (Shawkat et al., 2009). The filled mould was
placed within a black nylon alignment ring to ensure concentric placement of the
curing-tip for each successive specimen irradiation. This was placed on a steel platen
and irradiated from either side for 20 s using a halogen curing unit (Elipar Trilight,
ESPE, Seefeld, Germany) with a 10 mm diameter curing tip at an ambient
temperature 23±2 ºC. The irradiance of the curing-unit was measured prior to
fabrication of each sample set using the built-in radiometer and remained at 700
mW/cm2 throughout the experiment. Following irradiation, the cellulose acetate strips
were discarded, each specimen immediately removed from the mould and flash cut
away using a sharp blade. Prior to testing, the RBC specimens were stored dry for 1
week at room temperature using a cylindrical light-proof container.
One hundred and eighty nominally identical feldspathic porcelain disc-shaped
specimens consisting of two groups (n=90) were manufactured by condensing a
powder and liquid slurry into a plastic ring mould (14 mm diameter, 1 mm thickness)
firmly secured to burnished aluminum on a Perspex assembly. 0.6 g of Vitadur-Alpha
dentine powder was manipulated with 0.22 ml of Vitadur Modelling Fluid to form a
slurry with an optimum powder to liquid mixing ratio (Fleming et al., 2000). The
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slurry mix was condensed by placing the mould assembly on a vibrating table
(Croform Techniques Ltd., London, UK) and removing any liquid. The condensed
specimen was levelled with a razor blade and then transferred to a flat silicon nitride
slab and fired in accordance with the manufacturer instructions. Specimens were preheated at 600 °C for 360 s and then temperature was raised from 600 °C to 960 °C
with 60 °C/min increase for 360 s, and held for further 60 s at 960 ºC in a vacuum
furnace (Vita Vacumat 40, Vita Zahnfabrik , Bad Säckingen, Germany). The
specimen‟s surface which faced toward the burnished aluminium exhibited a „glazed‟
surface whereas a „fit‟ surface resulted by the levelling of the other specimen surface
with a razor blade. The specimens were stored in a dessicator maintained at 23±1°C
for 1 week prior to testing.
Two hundred glass cover-slip specimens (13 mm diameter, 0.22 mm
thickness) consisting of two groups (n=100) were tested as received.

3.2.3 Bi-axial flexure strength testing
The bi-axial flexure strength (BFS) of each material group was determined at
the cross-head speed of 1.0 mm/min in either a ball-on-ring or ring-on-ring
configuration using a universal testing machine (Model 5544, Instron Ltd, High
Wycombe, Bucks, England). In the ball-on-ring configuration, a 3 mm ball-indenter
was used to centrally load the disc-shaped specimens supported on a 10 mm diameter
knife-edge support. Whereas, a loading ring of 3.5 mm inner diameter was employed
to centrally load the disc-shaped specimens in ring-on-ring configuration. The
porcelain specimens were aligned so that the glazed surface was placed under
compression during test. A thin sheet of rubber was placed between the specimen and
the support to ensure uniform loading and to accommodate variations in the peripheral
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thickness. The load (N) at failure of each specimen was recorded and mean specimen
thickness (mm) was measured at the point of fracture of each fragment with a screwgauge micrometer (Moore and Wright, Sheffield, UK) accurate to 10 µm. The
thickness of glass specimens was measured prior to failure, due to the number and
small size of the fracture fragments. The ball-on-ring BFS was calculated according to
Equation 3.1 (Timoshenko et al., 1959),

 max 

p
1   0.485  ln a   0.52  0.48
2
h
h

where σ

max

Equation 3.1

was the maximum tensile stress (MPa), P the measured load at fracture

(N), a the radius of knife-edge support (mm), h the specimen thickness at the point of
fracture (mm) and ν the Poisson‟s ratio for the material.
The ring-on-ring BFS was calculated according to Equation 3.2 (Morrell et al.,
1999),
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Equation 3.2

was the maximum tensile stress (MPa), P the measured load at fracture

(N), a the radius of knife-edge support (mm), b the loading ring radius (mm), t the
disc thickness (mm), R the radius of disc specimen (mm) and ν the Poisson‟s ratio for
the material. In literature, the Poisson‟s ratio values of 0.24 (Ban and Anusavice,
1990) and 0.25 (Anusavice et al., 1980) have been substituted for BFS determination
of RBCs and porcelain respectively. In previous study, Poisson‟s ratio of a
microhybrid and a flowable RBC was identified as 0.30 and 0.39 respectively and
higher Poisson‟s ratio of the flowable RBC was attributed to its low filler content and
resultant decrease in elastic modulus (Chung et al., 2004). The elastic modulus of
porcelain is reported to be in the range of 64-70 GPa (Lawn et al., 2002; Fleming et
al., 2005). Consequently, in the current investigation, a Poisson‟s ratio value of 0.23
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for porcelain and glass cover slips, 0.25 for FST and Z100 and 0.27 for FSF was
utilized arbitrarily and was justified with their associated elastic modulus.

3.2.4

Statistical analyses
The statistical theory described by Weibull (1951) is a commonly used

approach to analyse failure probabilities of brittle materials. The Weibull distribution
for a body failing under tensile stress can be expressed as

     min  m 
Pf  1  exp  V 
 
  o  

Equation 3.3

where is the applied stress at failure (MPa) and min, and m are the Weibull
parameters. V is the specimen volume. The Weibull modulus (m) characterises the
brittleness of a material (Trustrum and Jayatilaka 1979). The Weibull modulus
parameter is a function of the flaw size, orientation and distribution and therefore the
resultant scatter and associated reliability of the flexure strength data. min is the
threshold stress parameter at which failure probability approaches zero and is the
scale parameter of the Weibull distribution, which is also referred as the normalising
constant. Pf is the probability of failure, which varies from zero to one and was
calculated according to Equation 3.4
 n 
Pf   *

 N  1

Equation 3.4

N* is the total number of specimens and n is the ranking number of the specimen
when the flexural strength of the specimens is ranked in ascending order. Davies
(1973) and Stanley et al. (1973) have previously demonstrated that min = 0 is a safe
assumption for brittle materials as there is a finite probability of the presence of a
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critical flaw in a specimen prior to stressing. Therefore, Equation 3.3 can be reduced
to the form of Equation 3.5
m

  
Ps  1  Pf  1  1  exp   

 o  


Equation 3.5

Equation 3.4 may further be rearranged using natural logarithms of straight line
y = mx + c to allow the flexure strength data and resultant Weibull analysis to be
presented in graphical form

 1 
ln ln   m ln   m ln o
 Ps 

Equation 3.6

Where Ps is the probability of survival since Ps is equal to 1-Pf. The intercept of the yaxis when x= 0 is –mln and m was the gradient of the line. In the current
investigation bi-axial flexure strength data was ranked in ascending order and a
Weibull analysis performed on the resultant data by plotting lnln(1/Ps) against ln m
becomes the gradient of the linearised data and was calculated by superimposing a
regression line along the data points to provide the Weibull modulus for each group of
specimens tested.
To determine statistical differences between the Weibull modulus of the
flexure strength data, the 95% confidence intervals for the specimen groups under
investigation were calculated by a least square regression analysis. The differences in
the Weibull modulus of the flexure strength data was considered to be significantly
different when the 95% confidence intervals failed to overlap.
Strength scaling was conducted on ring-on-ring configuration using Weibull
statistics to determine related BFS for ball-on-ring configuration. According to
Weibull weakest link theory, the size-strength relationship can be written as following
(Davies, 1973),
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 1  VE 2 


 2  VE1 

1

m

Equation 3.7

where m is the Weibull modulus, σ1 and σ2 are the mean strength of two different test
configurations, and VE1 and VE2 are the related effective volumes. If surface flaws are
greater than volume flaws, then effective volumes can be replaced with effective
surfaces i.e. SE1 and SE2 in Equation 3.8.
In previous literature, equations for effective volumes and effective areas are
available for rectangular bars tested in uniaxial flexure such as three-point flexure or
four-point flexure (Quinn, 2003). If bar-shaped specimens with similar width, height
and span length are utilized in three-point and four-point flexure tests, the ratio of
effective volume is,
VE 4 pt
VE 3 pt



m2
2

Equation 3.8

where VE4-pt and VE3-pt are the effective volumes of four-point and three-point flexure
test configurations, respectively. No scaling relationships to date have been presented
for ball-on-ring and ring-on-ring bi-axial flexure testing. However, it may be assumed
that the relationship would approximate to an equi-biaxial version of the relationship
between three-point and four-point bending. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that
a similar consideration may be applied in current study as nominally identical discshaped specimens and supporting ring were employed in both ball-on-ring and ringon-ring configuration. Thus, it may be written as,

VEROR m  2

VEBOR
2

Equation 3.9

where VEROR and VEBOR are the effective volumes of ring-on-ring and ball-on-ring
flexure test configurations, respectively. This can be substituted in Equation 3.7 in
order to predict the strength for ball-on-ring configuration.
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m

Equation 3.11

Within the dental literature, although the appropriateness is debatable, Weibull
statistics are frequently performed and presented complementary to parametric
methods. Therefore a one-way ANOVA and post hoc Tukey multiple comparison
tests were performed on the BFS data (P=0.05) to highlight any differences between
ball-on-ring and ring-on-ring BFS of each material investigated.

3.3

Results
The Weibull modulus and associated 95% confidence intervals, characteristic

strength (), mean BFS and associated standard deviations of all materials evaluated
using ball-on-ring and ring-on-ring are shown in Table 3.2. The ball-on-ring test
revealed significantly increased () and mean BFS when compared with ring-on-ring
test for all materials (P<0.001) except flowable resin composite (P=0.207) (Table
3.2). The ball-on-ring BFS of microhybrid RBC, nanofilled RBC, porcelain and glass
cover slips was 19%, 17%, 50%, 47% greater compared with ring-on-ring BFS of
related materials respectively. In contrast, the flowable resin composite exhibited a
non-significant 2% increase in ball-on-ring BFS in relation to the corresponding ringon-ring BFS.
For both the flowable resin-composite and porcelain materials, the Weibull
moduli of ring-on-ring was significantly decreased when compared with ball-on-ring
BFS data as the 95% confidence intervals of m did not overlap. However, no
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significant difference between the Weibull moduli of BFS data was identified between
ball-on-ring and ring-on-ring for either microhybrid, nanofilled or the glass cover
slips (Table 3.2). Examination of the Weibull plots revealed that the microhybrid
RBC, nanofilled RBC and glass cover slips exhibited similar distributions following
ball-on-ring and ring-on-ring testing when compared with the flowable RBC and the
porcelain specimens (Figure 3.2).
The predicted BFS of microhybrid and nanofilled RBCs using strength scaling
was 173 MPa and 154 MPa respectively for ball-on-ring configuration, which is in
agreement with the corresponding experimental BFS (Table 3.2). The strength scaling
for glass cover slips revealed the 884 MPa BFS for ball-on-ring configuration, which
is 19% lower than associated experimental BFS (Table 3.2). The Weibull strength
scaling on flowable RBC and porcelain data was not performed due to the significant
difference between Weibull modulus of ball-on-ring and ring-on-ring test
configurations (Table 3.2).
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Table 3.2. The characteristic strength, mean BFS, associated Weibull modulus,
95% confidence intervals of microhybrid, nanofilled, flowable RBCs, porcelain
and glass cover slips tested using the ball-on-ring and ring-on-ring configuration.
The predicted ball-on-ring BFS of microhybrid RBC, nanofilled RBC and glass
cover slips is also shown.
Material

Test

Weibull
modulus
(m)
7.6

95%
Confidence
intervals
7.4-8.0

Mean BFS
(MPa)

Microhybrid
RBC (Z100)

Ballon-ring

7.2

Nanofilled
RBC (FST)

Ringon-ring
Ballon-ring

Flowable
RBC (FSF)

Ringon-ring
Ballon-ring

Porcelain

Glass cover
slips

172(26)

Predicted
BFS
(MPa)
173

Characteristic
strength
(MPa)
178

7.0-7.4

140(22)

---

146

8.5

8.2-8.8

151(20)

154

159

8.0

7.8-8.3

126(18)

---

131

12.0

11.6-12.4

169(16)

---

175

Ringon-ring
Ballon-ring

8.2

7.8-8.6

165(24)

---

168

6.7

6.5-7.0

129(22)

---

134

Ringon-ring
Ballon-ring

3.9

3.9-4.0

64(18)

---

67

2.3

2.2-2.4

1197(646)

884

1244

Ringon-ring

2.4

2.4-2.5

635(289)

---

692
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Porcelain

(a)

Ball-on-ring

Ring-on-ring
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Glass cover slips

(b)
Ball-on-ring

Ring-on-ring

3
2

ln ln (1/Ps)

1
0
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-1
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Microhybrid RBC

(c)

Ball-on-ring
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3
2
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0
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Nanofilled RBC

(d)
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2
1
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Flowable RBC
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Figure 3.1. The combined Weibull plots of (a) porcelain, (b) glass cover slips, (c)
microhybrid RBC, (d) nanofilled RBC and (e) flowable RBC specimens tested in
bi-axial flexure using ball-on-ring and ring-on-ring configurations. All materials
except flowable RBC failed at significantly lower stresses with ring-on-ring
configuration in contrast to ball-on-ring configuration. Porcelain and flowable
RBC specimens exhibited significant difference between their ball-on-ring and
ring-on-ring Weibull modulus.
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3.4

Discussion
An increase in the characteristic strength () (and mean BFS of porcelain and

glass cover slips) following ball-on-ring compared with ring on ring test was expected
since specimens in the former were loaded under a smaller volume or surface areas at
the maximum tensile stress. This is in accordance with previous investigators who
identified significantly increased strength values of ceramics for three-point flexure
compared with four-point flexure test methods and attributed their findings to a
smaller volume of three-point flexure specimens subjected to high tensile stresses
compared with four-point flexure test (Jin et al., 2004). In contrast, the reduced
Weibull modulus of the porcelain following ring-on-ring compared with the ball-onring test was not expected as ceramics are often assumed to follow Weibull theory
(Danzer et al., 2007). The findings suggest that for the ring-on-ring loading the critical
defect population differed from that encountered in the ball-on-ring test. During the
sintering and cooling of the porcelain disc specimens, transient and residual stresses
are introduced (Isgró et al., 2010) and lead to a slight deformation of the specimen.
As, ring-on-ring testing stresses a larger area radial to the centre point of the disc
specimen compared with ball-on-ring, it is likely that different defects or defects
subjected to differing residual stress states may be encountered leading to the
observed decrease in the Weibull modulus. This finding supports that inconsistent
machining or handling of specimens do not represent a specific flaw population and
thus do not provide a suitable data for Weibull statistics (Quinn and Quinn, 2010).
The glass cover slips were included in the current study as a model system in
terms of reproducibility as precise machining by the manufacturers is expected. The
similar Weibull distributions demonstrated by an overlap in 95% confidence intervals
of ball-on-ring and ring-on-ring of glass cover slips suggest that similar flaw types
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were involved in both configurations and support the applicability of Weibull
statistics. The lower than predicted ball-on-ring BFS of glass cover slips when
compared with the associated experimental ball-on-ring BFS (Table 3.2) could
possibly be explained by the thickness of specimens. For very thin specimens the
impact of contact stresses between supports and loading tools play a greater role
particularly in a ring-on-ring configuration. The large number of fracture fragments
observed when compared with dental porcelain or RBC specimens supports this
suggestion have been attributed to increased energy storage prior to failure (Kelly,
1999) and may have led to the reduction in BFS which may then predict lower ballon-ring BFS. The magnitude of the decrease in the ring-on-ring BFS of porcelain and
glass cover slips compared with their corresponding ball-on-ring BFS (approximately
50 %) suggests a significant role of pre-existing surface defects in determining failure.
The major involvement of surface flaws in the failure of porcelain specimens has also
been reported by researchers, who identified a significant reduction in the BFS of
porcelain following alumina particle air-abrasion (Addison et al., 2007a) and
hydrofluoric acid etching (Addison et al., 2007b). In ball-on-ring only small region at
the centre-point of the lower surface of the specimen reaches the maximum tensile
stress when compared with a significantly larger region in ring-on-ring loading.
The greater ball-on-ring BFS of microhybrid and nanofilled RBCs when
compared with ring-on-ring BFS can also be explained in a similar manner to
porcelain and glass cover slips. The comparable Weibull plots and no significant
difference between Weibull modulus of ball-on-ring and ring-on-ring test of either
microhybrid and nanofilled RBCs indicate similar flaw types dictate failure in both
test configurations. These findings in addition to related strength scaling results
(Table 3.2) confirm the applicability of Weibull statistics with both the microhybrid
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and nanofilled RBCs tested within the limits of the present investigation. The
significant change in Weibull modulus of the flowable RBC following ring-on-ring
test compared with corresponding ball-on-ring test suggests a wider variation in the
strength distribution using the ring-on-ring configuration. It was also evident from the
distribution that failure of some flowable RBC specimens increased at higher stresses
in ring-on-ring configuration when compared with ball-on-ring and thus resulted in an
increased BFS. A possible explanation could be that a greater amount of energy is
required to generate or propagate the critical defect in the flowable RBC compared
with microhybrid and nanofilled specimens in ring-on-ring configuration. A flowable
RBC comprises of a low amount of fillers in contrast to microhybrid and nanofilled
RBCs and therefore a lower elastic modulus of a flowable RBC is expected. A higher
proportion of resin in a flowable RBC would be expected to exhibit increased plastic
deformation and a viscoelastic response as a result of energy-absorbing molecular
rearrangements at the crack tip which may slow crack propagation and toughen the
material. Lee et al. (2010) suggested that flexural strength reflects both toughness and
flaw size, therefore any mechanism which slows crack propagation is likely to cause
an increase in flexural strength. It is important to note that there is no significant
difference between Weibull modulus of nanofilled and flowable RBCs following ring
on-ring test, so one could speculate that both materials are equally „reliable‟. In
reality, that would not be the case if both materials were tested in ball-on-ring
configuration. The findings of the current investigation suggest that test of a material
on different levels of effective volumes may confirm the existence of a Weibull
distribution, which has also been suggested by different investigators (Danzer, 2006;
Quinn and Quinn, 2010).
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3.6

Conclusions
1. This study suggests that Weibull statistics may not necessarily applicable
for all RBCs. Thus, their use for characterisation of a wide range of RBCs
may cause wrong interpretation of data among researchers.
2.

To ensure the validity of the Weibull approach for RBCs, a material may
be tested on different level of effective volumes using different test
configurations.
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Chapter 4

4.1

Effects of Deformation Rate on the Bi-axial Flexural Strength of
Dental Resin-Based Composites

Introduction
Amalgam is traditionally the material of choice for the restoration of posterior

teeth, however, there is a trend towards more cosmetic resin-based composite (RBC)
restorations because of patients increased demand for tooth-coloured restorations, fear
concerning mercury vapours released from amalgam and the associated biological and
environmental considerations relating to waste removal (Chin et al., 2000; Burke,
2004; Hörsted-Bindslev, 2004). The advantages of RBCs include the ability to be
bonded to tooth structure (Leinfelder, 1996) and the availability in tooth-coloured
shades (Uchida et al., 1998). Despite the desirable features of RBCs, there are
deficiencies such as polymerisation shrinkage (Davidson and Feilzer, 1997;
Kleverlaan and Feilzer, 2005) and in fracture resistance (Ferracane et al., 1987) which
cause concern to researchers and clinicians in terms of the restoration performance in
service. Several attempts have and are being made to address these shortcomings
mainly through the development of the filler technology. As a consequence,
microhybrid and nanofilled RBCs have been developed and are believed to possess
improved aesthetics and mechanical properties compared with traditional RBC
materials.
Considerable effort has been undertaken to determine the fracture behaviour of
RBCs in terms of static strength, cyclic loading, fatigue crack growth and fracture
resistance (Curtis et al., 2008; Curtis et al., 2009; Shah et al., 2009ab). Different
patterns of fracture have been observed between materials and attributed to the
different filler sizes, filler morphologies and their associated interfacial adhesion with
the resins matrix (Curtis et al., 2008). The filler particles have not simply modified the
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strength values but have greatly changed the mechanisms of fracture in RBCs (Kim et
al., 1994; Drummond, 2008; Curtis et al., 2009; Shah et al., 2009ab).
In the oral environment, RBCs will experience cyclic loading of varying
magnitudes during the lifetime of the restoration due to the heterogeneous forces from
mastication and grinding. The nature of the forces encountered will vary from patient
to patient according to their anatomy, physiological chewing patterns, diet (Yamashita
et al., 1999; Koolstra, 2002) and position of restoration within the dentition. For
example, when a patient exhibits para-functional habits such as bruxism, RBC
restorations may be subjected to sustained forces (Ruyter and Øysæd, 1982) for
extended periods at low deformation rates in contrast to the much more transient
loading forces in normal mastication (Glaros and Rao, 1977). However, the
mechanical properties of RBCs are almost universally determined at a single
deformation rate and even the International Standard for Dental Polymer-Based
Filling, Restorative and Luting Materials (ISO 4049, 2000) has suggested a narrow
range of testing rates (0.75±0.25 mm/min) for the determination of the flexural
strength of RBCs. It is clear that to investigate the mechanical characteristics of RBCs
at one deformation rate is not sufficient to elucidate the material behaviour in the real
clinical environment. Moreover, it is understood that many classes of dental
restorative material will exhibit a strain-rate dependence on their strength. Therefore,
the aim of the study is to investigate the influence of deformation rate on the bi-axial
flexure strength (BFS) of two microhybrid and two nanofilled RBCs.
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4.2

Experimental procedure

4.2.1

Materials
Four commercial RBCs, Z100 MP RestorativeTM (Z100; batch 8YR; shade

A3), FiltekTM Z250 (Z250; batch 8MA, 9UX; shade A3) and FiltekTM Supreme XT
„body‟ (FSB; batch 8NU; shade A3) and „translucent‟ shades (FST; batch 6CL, 7EA;
shade YT) (3M ESPE Dental Products, St. Paul, MN, USA) were used in the current
investigation. Z250, FSB and FST possessed an identical resin chemistry, consisting
of Bisphenol A diglycidyl ether dimethacrylate (BisGMA), triethyleneglycol
dimethacrylate (TEGDMA), Bisphenol A polyethylene glycol diether dimethacrylate
(BisEMA6) and Urethane dimethacrylate (UDMA). In contrast, Z100 comprised of
BisGMA and TEGDMA only. Z100 and Z250 were loaded with fused zirconia-silica
filler particles (84.5 weight%; 66.0 volume%) and (84.5 weight%; 60.0 volume%)
respectively and the filler particles size ranged from 0.01-3.5 µm with an average of
0.6 µm. FSB contained a mixture of individually dispersed nanosized silica particles
(8.0 weight%) and distinct agglomerations of nanosized zirconia and silica
(nanoclusters) (71.0 weight%), which became (79.0 weight% and 59.5 volume%) in
total. The size of individual nanoparticles and nanoclusters was in range of 5-20 nm
and 0.6-1.4 µm respectively. The fillers of FST consisted of silica nanoparticles of 75
nm size (40.0 weight%) and silica nanoclusters of 0.6-1.4 µm size (30.0 weight%)
which was collectively (70.0 weight% and 57.5 volume%). The RBCs constituents are
summarised in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1. Material constituents used in the current investigation.
Material

Classification

Resin

Filler

Filtek Z100 (Z100)

Microhybrid

BisGMA
TEGDMA

Zirconia/silica; 0.01-3.5 µm (84.5 weight%)

Filtek Z250 (Z250)

Microhybrid

BisGMA
UDMA
BisEMA6
TEGDMA
BisGMA
UDMA
BisEMA6
TEGDMA
BisGMA
UDMA
BisEMA6
TEGDMA

Zirconia/silica: 0.01-3.5 µm (84.5 weight%)

Filtek
supreme Nanofilled
body (FSB)

Filtek supreme
translucent (FST)

Nanofilled

Total
filler
content
84.5 weight%
66.0 volume%

84.5 weight%
60.0 volume%

Silica; 5-20 nm nanoparticle (8.0 weight%);
79.0 weight%
Zirconia/silica; 0.6-1.4 μm nanocluster (71.0 59.5 volume%
weight%)
Silica; 75 nm nanoparticle (40.0 weight%)
Silica; 0.6-1.4 µm nanocluster (30.0 weight%)
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70.0 weight%
57.5 volume%

4.2.2 Bi-axial flexure strength: Specimen preparation
Four groups of each RBC comprising of one hundred and twenty nominally
identical disc-shaped specimens (12 mm diameter, 1 mm thickness) each were
fabricated. Split black nylon moulds were used to allow specimen removal without
introducing spurious bending stresses. For each specimen approximately 0.24±0.005 g
of RBC paste was weighed using a Mettler AE 163 analytical balance (Mettler-Toledo
Ltd, Leicester, UK) accurate to 0.001 g and packed into mould. The top and bottom
surfaces of each specimen were covered with cellulose acetate strip (0.1 mm
thickness) to lessen the effects of oxygen inhibition (Shawkat et al., 2009). All
specimens were light irradiated from one side by a quartz-tungsten-halogen curing
unit (Optilux 501, Kerr, Orange, CA, USA) with a 12 mm diameter curing tip placed
in contact with acetate strip using a light guide to allow for concentric alignment. The
irradiance of the curing-unit was measured prior to fabrication of each sample set
(780-880 mW/cm2) using a radiometer (Coltolux C-7900 Coltene/Whaledent Inc,
Mahwah, NJ, US). Following irradiation at an ambient temperature 23±2 ºC for 20 s,
the cellulose acetate strips were discarded, each specimen immediately removed from
the mould and flash cut away using a sharp blade. Prior to testing, four groups of each
RBC (n=120) were stored for short (1 week dry and 1 week wet), medium (13 weeks
wet) and long-term (52 weeks wet ) storage regimes at 37±1 ºC in a polystyrene
cylindrical 30 ml container. To allow wet storage of specimens, distilled water was
employed throughout the study to provide a reproducible reference solution (Martin et
al., 2003). Specimens were aligned so that they were stacked directly on top of each
other. To avoid the potential accumulation of leached RBC constituents in container,
distilled water was replaced on weekly basis for 13 weeks „wet‟ and 52 weeks „wet‟
storage regimes.
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4.2.3

Determination of bi-axial flexure strength
The bi-axial flexure strength (BFS) of each RBC group was determined at a

range of deformation rates by setting the cross-head speed to 0.01, 0.1, 1.0 or 10.0
mm/min (n=30) using a ball-on-ring configuration in a universal testing machine
(Model 5544, Instron Ltd, High Wycombe, Bucks, England). A 3 mm ball-indenter
was used to centrally load the disc-shaped specimens supported on a 10 mm diameter
knife-edge support. The irradiated surface of each specimen was placed uppermost,
with the non-irradiated surface under tension. The load (N) at failure was recorded
and the mean specimen thickness was measured at the point of fracture of each
fragment with a screw-gauge micrometer (Moore and Wright, Sheffield, UK) accurate
to 10 µm. The BFS (MPa) was calculated according to equation 4.1 (Timoshenko and
Woinowsky-Krieger, 1959).

σ max =

p
l   0.485  ln a   0.52  0.48
2
h
h

Where σ

max

Equation 4.1

was the maximum tensile stress (MPa), P the measured load of fracture

(N), a the radius of knife-edge support (mm), h the sample thickness (mm) and ν
Poisson‟s ratio for the material and a value of 0.25 was substituted for all RBCs
investigated in the current experiment (Section 3.2.3).

4.2.4

Flexural modulus: Specimen preparation
Four groups of each RBC consisting of ten nominally identical bar-shaped

specimens (25 mm length, 2 mm width and 2 mm thickness) were fabricated using
nylon split mould. For each specimen, 0.26±0.005 g of RBC was used to slightly
overfill the bar-shaped mould. The mould was packed with RBC and both upper and
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lower surfaces were covered with cellulose acetate strips (0.1 mm thickness) to reduce
oxygen inhibition of the outer layers of specimen. An overlapping curing pattern in
accordance with ISO 40409, 2000 was utilized due to increased length of bar-shaped
specimens (25 mm) compared with the diameter of curing-light tip (12 mm). Firstly
the central portion of the bar-shaped specimen was irradiated for 20 s and then
specimen was irradiated at two overlapping irradiation positions for 20 s each
immediately after first shot to cure the entire length of the bar-shaped specimen. All
specimens were irradiated from one side by a quartz-tungsten-halogen curing unit
(Optilux 501, Kerr, Orange, CA, USA) utilizing a 12 mm diameter curing tip at an
ambient temperature 23±2 ºC . The irradiance of the curing-unit was measured prior
to fabrication of each sample set (780-880 mW/cm2) using a radiometer (Coltolux C7900 Coltene/Whaledent Inc, Mahwah, NJ, US). Following irradiation, the cellulose
acetate strips were detached, each specimen was immediately removed from the
mould and flash cut away using a sharp blade. Prior to testing, RBCs specimens were
stored for short (1 week dry and 1 week wet), intermediate (13 weeks wet) and longterm (52 weeks wet ) storage regimes at 37±1 ºC. To allow wet storage of specimens,
distilled water was employed throughout the study.

4.2.5 Determination of flexural modulus
Three-point flexure data was achieved in accordance with ISO 4049, 2000.
The bar- shaped specimens were centrally loaded using a 3 mm diameter cylindrical
roller across a support span of 20 mm at a cross-head speed of 1.0 mm/min using a
universal testing machine (Model 5544, Instron Ltd, High Wycombe, Bucks,
England). The irradiated surface of specimen was placed uppermost, with the nonirradiated surface under tension. After failure of each specimen, the width and
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thickness of the specimen at the point of fracture (mm) was measured using a screwgauge micrometer (Moore and Wright, Sheffield, UK) accurate to 10 µm. The loaddeflection curve was plotted for each specimen in order to calculate load (N) and
deflection (mm) values at most linear part of curve, subsequently flexural modulus
(GPa) was determined using Equation 4.2.

E

Fl 3
4bh 3 d

Equation 4. 2

Where F was the load (N), l was the span distance (20 mm), b was the width of the
specimen (mm), h was the thickness of specimen (mm) and d was the deflection
(mm).

4.2.6

Statistical analysis
Two-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) were conducted on complete BFS

data sets for each storage regime with materials (4 levels) and deformation rates (4
levels) as independent variables. Additional one-way ANOVA and post-hoc Tukey
tests were performed on the BFS data to highlight the differences between BFS of
each material at the four deformation rates and also differences between the BFS of
materials at each deformation rate following the four storage regimes. Flexural
modulus data was assessed by one-way ANOVA and post-hoc Tukey tests, to identify
the differences between flexural modulus of each material at the four storage regimes
and also to highlight the differences between materials.
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4.3

Results

4.3.1 Bi-axial flexure strength
A two-way ANOVA highlighted that mean BFS was significantly influenced
by material type (P<0.001) and deformation rate (P≤0.010) following all storage
regimes and a significant factorial interaction was identified (P≤0.011) between
deformation rate and storage. A one-way ANOVA revealed significant difference
between the mean BFS of all RBC materials at different deformation rates (P≤ 0.047)
except for Z100 following one week „dry‟ (P=0.083) and 52 weeks „wet‟ (P=0.299)
and for Z250 following 1 week „dry‟ (P=0.380) storage regimes respectively (Figure
4.1; Table 4.2). Further one-way ANOVA revealed significant differences between
the mean BFS of materials at each deformation rate (P≤0.016) except at 1.0 mm/min
following „dry‟ storage (P=0.073), 0.01 mm/min following 1 week „wet‟ (P=0.438)
and 52 weeks „wet‟ (P=0.062) storage regimes (Figure 4.1; Table 4.2).

4.3.2

Flexural modulus
The flexural moduli of all materials following the „dry‟ storage regime was

significantly higher when compared with all three „wet‟ storage regimes (P<0.001),
whereas no significant difference between the flexural moduli following „wet‟ storage
was observed in all materials (P>0.001) (Table 4.3). Following „dry‟ storage, Z100
and Z250 revealed no significant difference between moduli (P>0.001), however, both
materials exhibited a significantly higher modulus when compared with FSB and FST
(P<0.001) (Table 4.3). During all „wet‟ storage regimes, FSB and FST showed lower
flexural modulus in contrast to Z100 and Z250 and a significant difference was
observed between the moduli of Z100 and Z250 (P<0.001) (Table 4.3). FSB and FST
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revealed no significance difference in modulus when tested after storage at all storage
regimes (P>0.001) (Table 4.3).
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Table 4.2. The mean BFS (MPa) and associated standard deviations of Z100, Z250, FSB and FST determined at 0.01, 0.1, 1.0 and 10.0
mm/min deformation rates following 1 week dry and 1 week wet storage regimes.
1 week dry
Deformation rate
(0.1 mm/min)
161(23)1ab
169(26)1a

Deformation rate
(1.0 mm/min)
163(25)1a
174(30)1a

Deformation rate
(10.0 mm/min)
151(27)1b
169(26)1ab

One-way ANOVA

Z100
Z250

Deformation rate
(0.01 mm/min)
150(25)1ab
162(23)1a

FSB
FST

136(18)2b
163(16)12a

150(18)2b
154(25)2ab

158(23)1a
161(23)12a

160(25)1ab
171(29)1a

P=0.001
P=0.047

One-way ANOVA

P=0.001

P=0.009

P=0.073

P=0.016

P=0.083
P=0.380

1 week wet
Deformation rate
(0.1 mm/min)
132(21)1a
133(26)2a

Deformation rate
(1.0 mm/min)
135(20)1a
137(21)2a

Deformation rate
(10.0 mm/min)
138(24)1a
155(25)1a

One-way ANOVA

Z100
Z250

Deformation rate
(0.01 mm/min)
88(18)2a
95(17)3a

FSB
FST

88(24)2a
94(23)2a

102(19)2b
126(17)1a

117(22)1b
142(27)1a

118(17)1b
141(32)1a

P=0.001
P=0.001

One-way ANOVA

P=0.438

P=0.001

P=0.001

P=0.001

P=0.001
P=0.001

P-value less than 0.05 at the end of each row and column indicate statistically significant difference. In addition, superscript notation with similar
numbers across rows and similar letters down columns indicate no statistically significant difference (P>0.05).
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Table 4.2 (continued). The mean BFS (MPa) and associated standard deviations of Z100, Z250, FSB and FST determined at 0.01, 0.1,
1.0 and 10.0 mm/min deformation rates following 13 weeks wet and 52 weeks wet storage regimes.
13 weeks wet
Deformation rate
(0.1 mm/min)
134(24)1a
135(14)2a

Deformation rate
(1.0 mm/min)
125(20)12b
150(23)1a

Deformation rate
(10.0 mm/min)
134(25)1ab
149(25)1a

One-way ANOVA

Z100
Z250

Deformation rate
(0.01 mm/min)
114(17)2a
114(17)3a

FSB
FST

96(12)2b
114(18)23a

115(11)1b
111(18)3b

117(16)1b
128(21)12b

122(15)1b
142(27)1a

P=0.001
P=0.001

One-way ANOVA

P=0.001

P=0.001

P=0.001

P=0.001

P=0.001
P=0.001

52 weeks wet
Deformation rate
(0.1 mm/min)
110(20)1b
133(23)1a

Deformation rate
(1.0 mm/min)
103(22)1b
112(21)2b

Deformation rate
(10.0 mm/min)
99(23)1b
114(22)2a

One-way ANOVA

Z100
Z250

Deformation rate
(0.01 mm/min)
102(21)1a
105(17)2a

FSB
FST

94(15)2a
101(12)2a

98(15)2b
110(21)2b

103(16)2b
133(19)1a

114(17)1a
127(22)1a

P=0.001
P=0.001

One-way ANOVA

P=0.062

P=0.001

P=0.001

P=0.001

P=0.299
P=0.001

P-value less than 0.05 at the end of each row and column indicate statistically significant difference. In addition, superscript notation with similar
numbers across rows and similar letters down columns indicate no statistically significant difference (P>0.05).
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Figure 4.1. Plots illustrating the mean bi-axial flexure strength (and associated
standard deviations) of Z100, Z250, FSB and FST determined at 0.01, 0.1, 1.0
and 10.0 mm/min deformation rates following (a) 1 week dry and (b) 1 week wet
storage regimes.
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(c)
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(d)
52 weeks wet
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Figure 4.1 (continued). Plots illustrating the mean bi-axial flexure strength (and
associated standard deviations) of Z100, Z250, FSB and FST determined at 0.01,
0.1, 1.0 and 10.0 mm/min deformation rates and following (a) 13 weeks wet and
(b) 52 weeks wet storage regimes.
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Table 4.3. The mean flexural modulus (GPa) and associated standard deviations
of Z100, Z250, FSB and FST following 1 week dry, 1 week wet, 13 weeks wet and
52 weeks wet storage regimes. All specimens tested at a deformation rate of 1.0
mm/min.

Mean flexural modulus(GPa)
1 week dry
Mean flexural modulus(GPa)
1 week wet
Mean flexural modulus(GPa)
13 weeks wet
Mean flexural modulus(GPa)
52 weeks wet

Z100
18.3(1.2)1a

Z250
16.7(0.8)1a

FSB
13.7(0.6)2a

FST
12.7(2.3)2a

15.7(0.8)1b

13.3(1.4)2b

11.0(2.1)3b

10.4(1.0)3b

15.5(1.0)1b

14.0(0.7)2b

10.5(0.7)3b

10.7(0.5)3b

16.2(1.0)1b

13.2(0.9)2b

11.5(0.9)3b

10.5(0.7)3b

Superscript with similar numbers across rows and similar letters down columns
indicate no statistically significant difference (P>0.05).

4.4

Discussion
The findings of the current study highlight the variation observed in the BFS

of all RBCs tested, as a function of both the deformation rate and storage regime.
Only when Z100 and Z250 specimens were stored dry for 1 week or when Z100
specimens were stored wet for 52 weeks were no differences between the BFS
determined at different deformation rates observed (Table 4.2). The general changes
in BFS with deformation rate and particularly the increase in BFS at high deformation
rates in all four materials suggests the importance of the polymer prior to catastrophic
specimen fracture. At higher deformation rates there will be reduced time for
materials to flow in viscous manner, which subsequently lowers the extent to which
stress relief can occur and thereby leads to an increase in the measured BFS values
(Musanje and Darvell, 2004).
The pattern of the BFS sensitivity to deformation rate, between RBCs also
varied widely (Figure 4.1; Table 4.2) and has the potential to significantly influence
the interpretation of BFS data. There was no significant difference between BFS of all
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four RBCs at 1.0 mm/min deformation rate following 1 week „dry‟ storage of
specimens, whereas, materials exhibited significant differences for the remainder of
deformation rates to differing extents (Table 4.2). Following 52 weeks „wet‟ storage,
the BFS of all materials was statistically comparable at a 0.01 mm/min deformation
rate whereas significant differences were identified at all other deformation rates
(Table 4.2). Consequently, it can be argued that ranking of materials on the basis of
mechanical properties by researchers (Sabbagh et al., 2002; Ilie and Hickel, 2009) and
industrial manufacturers, who tested materials at single deformation rate, would be
different if alternative load rate parameters were employed. In simple terms, if two
researchers evaluate the mechanical properties of identical materials and test
specimens but at different deformation rates, their findings and associated
interpretations may be completely different. Therefore, a significant effect on the
future research and development of RBCs may be expected. However, this matter has
rarely been addressed by the dental materials research community.
In current study, three RBCs, namely Z250, FSB and FST comprised of
identical resin matrices, but different filler sizes and distributions, whereas as two
RBCs, Z100 and Z250 comprised of comparable filler sizes and distributions with
distinct resin matrices. Consequently, it may be expected that the influence of the
filler and resin could be explored. However, in the current investigation, the
sensitivity of the recorded BFS to deformation rate was extremely complex for these
commercial materials with no obvious relationships to reported constituents and
microstructures observed. To elucidate mechanistic pathways it was identified that the
examination of model „experimental‟ RBC systems was required and is reported in
Chapter 5. The wide variation in BFS between materials can be explained by the
assumption that the overall structure of the RBC varies significantly from one RBC to
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another RBC as a result of different constituents, which may thus modify the
susceptibility of each material towards environment and lead to differences in
degradation mechanisms of RBCs. Various chemically and mechanistically-induced
failure mechanisms of RBCs have been reported in previous studies and rate of those
mechanisms is based on the type of monomer (Asmussen et al., 1998), degree of
monomer conversion (Asmussen and Peutzfeldt , 2002, 2003), filler morphology
(Bagheri et al., 2007), and silanisation of filler/resin interface (Söderholm , 1983;
Söderholm et al., 1984). Several studies have compared the nanofilled and
microhybrid RBCs. However, controversial data is available in terms of their
mechanical properties. Most studies reveal similarities between nanohybrid and
microhybrid RBCs which may be due to similar filler morphologies and volume
fraction (Beun et al., 2007; Rodrigues Junior et al., 2008). Whereas some researchers
have reported superior (Curtis et al., 2009) or inferior (Shah et al., 2009ab) properties
of nanofilled RBCs compared with microhybrid RBCs. These differences in results
may be explained, in-part, by the different testing methods employed between
investigators. In the majority of studies, commercial nanofilled RBCs have been
investigated, therefore, the effect of confounding variables such as resin and photoinitiator chemistry on the material properties may be expected during comparison of
materials. Hence, determination of experimental nanohybrid or nanofilled RBCs with
controlled variables is essential to understand novel aspects of future nanocomposite
technology.
A previous study determined the BFS of Z250, FSB and FST at the crosshead speed of 1.0 mm/min following different storage regimes and the investigators
employed a similar specimen size, light curing unit and storage medium used in
current study (Curtis et al., 2008). However, the authors identified greater strength
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degradation following 52 weeks immersion in water compared with „dry‟ storage,
(Z250, FSB, FST; 47%, 65%, 49%) in contrast to current study (Z250, FSB, FST;
36%, 35%, 17%) respectively at the cross-head speed of 1.0 mm/min. The significant
differences in strength degradation of RBCs between the two studies may be
attributed to the difference in specimen alignment during storage. In previous study,
the specimens were held on their diametral axis (Curtis, 2008) therefore water may
greatly diffuse through the specimen cross-section compared with the stacked
alignment utilized in the current study. Consequently, the effect of the specimen
alignment on BFS of RBCs warrants further study and is explored and reported in
Chapter 6.
The flexural modulus of all RBCs was determined following four
corresponding storage regimes at 1.0 mm/min deformation rate to identify whether it
has any effect on the BFS results. A significantly greater flexural modulus of Z100
and Z250 „dry‟ specimens was identified in contrast to FSB and FST (Table 4.3)
which may explain the 1 week „dry‟ BFS results, since no significant difference
between BFS of Z100 and Z250 was revealed across the range of deformation rates
compared with FSB and FST. Due to a relative high brittleness, there may be less
capacity for stress relief in the region of the critical defect even at low deformation
rates which consequently led to an increase in the BFS values. In contrast, all RBCs
exhibited no significant difference between flexural modulus at all „wet‟ storage
regimes (Table 4.3), while significant differences were found between BFS of all
materials except 52 weeks „wet‟ Z100 at different deformation strain rates following
corresponding storage regimes (Table 4.2). This suggests that there was little
correlation between the elastic response and BFS results.
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A significant reduction in the flexural modulus of all RBCs following „wet‟
storage regimes compared with „dry‟ specimens was identified (Table 4.3). The
deterioration of tensile strength (Soderholm and Roberts, 1990), flexural strength
(Curtis et al., 2008; Calais and Soderholm, 1988) flexural modulus, fracture toughness
and hardness (Ferracane et al., 1998) have been frequently attributed to water-related
degradation of the resin matrix (Ferracane, 2006), resin/filler interface (Söderholm ,
1983; Söderholm et al., 1984) and filler particle surface (Söderholm, 1981). The
degradation of mechanical properties of RBCs after immersion in various storage
media have been explained by two mechanisms. Firstly, water sorption causes a
softening and swelling of the polymer resin component and subsequently reduces the
frictional forces between polymer chains (Ferracane et al., 1998) and leads to
monomer leaching (Bastioli et al., 1990; Santerre et al., 2001). Secondly, mechanical
properties of RBC may be compromised by failure of bond between resins and fillers
(Söderholm et al., 1984; Söderholm and Roberts, 1990). However, the lack of
significant difference between flexural modulus of each material following three wet
storage regimes (Table 4.3) implies equilibration of the polymer network (Ferracane
et al., 1998). Moreover, Ferracane et al. (1998) proposed that there was less effect of
water on the flexural modulus of RBCs over prolonged storage periods which may
suggest that filler content/filler integration has a significant role while factors
affecting the polymer matrix may have less significance in determining flexural
modulus. Z100 exhibited the highest flexural modulus compared with all materials
(Table 4.3) which is likely to be as a consequence of the presence of a greater quantity
of TEGDMA and a related increased conversion of carbon double bonds (Asmusssen
and Peutzfeldt, 1998). Z250, FSB, FST possessed identical resin chemistries,
however, both FSB and FST highlighted a lower flexural modulus in contrast to Z250
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(Table 4.3) which may be acknowledged to reduced filler mass fraction in both
nanofilled RBCs compared with Z250. In previous studies, a correlation between
weight percentage of fillers and elastic modulus has been reported (Sabbagh et al.,
2002; Beun et al., 2007; Rodrigues Junior et al., 2008). Rodrigues Junior et al. (2008)
compared the elastic modulus of a microhybrid with a nanofilled RBC and identified
a significantly greater elastic modulus of the microhybrid. Authors have explained
this finding with increased weight percentage of fillers in microhybrid RBC in
contrast to nanofilled RBC.
It is clear that all RBCs are deformation rate dependent but to different extents
and that the pattern of dependence is a function of additional variables including
storage parameters. Thus, determination of experimental RBCs with controlled
variables is essential to get further insight into the behaviour of materials and is
reported in chapter 5.

4.5

Conclusions
1. All RBCs exhibited differences in BFS as a function of deformation rate.
2. Generally, the pattern of BFS between RBCs also varied with respect to
deformation rate (Figure 4.1; Table 4.2) which has the potential to
significantly impact on the interpretation of the BFS data.
3. No correlation between elastic response and the BFS data of all RBCs was
found.
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Chapter 5

Mechanical Properties of Experimental Resins and Resin-Based
Composites as a Function of Deformation Rate

5.1

Effect of filler addition on the bi-axial flexural strength and
deformation rate dependence of resins

5.1.1

Introduction
It is well known that mechanical properties of polymer-based materials are

sensitive to deformation rate applied during testing (Jacob et al., 2004; Chen and
Cheng, 2002). However, this area of research has rarely been addressed in the resinbased dental composites research despite the fact that masticatory forces occur at
varying magnitude and rate. In the previous experiment, bi-axial flexural strength
(BFS) of four commercial resin-based composites (RBCs) was determined at a wide
range of deformation rates following different immersion periods and the effect of
both variables was identified (Chapter 4). However, the sensitivity of recorded BFS to
deformation rate was complex and no obvious effect of resin or filler constituents was
observed. Such complex effects on the final mechanical properties were attributed, in
part, to the variation in commercial RBC formulations. Consequently, a systematic
investigation of experimental RBCs with controlled variables was proposed in order
to understand the influence of material constituents on the BFS with regard to
deformation rate and storage time. In the current chapter, BFS of the experimental
dimethacrylate-based unfilled resins and filled RBCs with controlled formulation was
evaluated with respect to deformation rate and storage time. The selection of the
experimental unfilled resins for the current experiment was justified as a variety of
RBCs with different resin content are used for numerous applications and a variation
in viscoelastic response or creep strain has been reported (Vaidyanathan and
Vaidyanathan, 2001; Baroudi et al., 2007). Polymeric materials will have significant
effect on the viscoelastic behaviour of RBCs (Cock and Watts, 1985). Therefore, it is
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important to understand the behaviour of relevant unfilled co-monomer mixtures at
varying deformation rates, which may aid a further understanding of failure
mechanisms of RBCs. Therefore, the aim of the current experiment was to evaluate
the BFS of experimental unfilled resins and associated RBCs at varying deformation
rates.

5.1.2

Experimental procedure

5.1.2.1 Resin formulation
A light-curable experimental resin formulation of bisphenol A diglycidyl ether
dimethacrylate (BisGMA) and triethyleneglycol dimethacrylate (TEGDMA) at 60:40
ratio

by

mass

was

prepared.

The

photoinitiator

system

camphoroquinone (CQ) (0.2 mass%) and dimethylaminoethyl

comprised

of

methacrylate

(DMAEMA) (0.3 mass%) and butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT) (0.1 mass%) was
employed as an inhibitor (Sigma Aldrich, Gillangham, UK). The resins, CQ,
DMAEMA and BHT were weighed using a Mettler AE 163 analytical balance
(Mettler-Toledo Ltd, Leicester, UK) accurate to 0.0001 g and transferred to a beaker
(150 ml). The beaker was wrapped with silver foil in order to protect the resins from
blue light and placed onto a hot plate (Fisher Scientific LTD, Loughborough, UK) at
70 ºC and constituents were mixed using a magnetic stirrer at a speed of 350 rpm until
a homogenous mix was achieved.

5.1.2.2 Selection of the mixing technique for model RBCs
Initially, in a preliminary experiment (Appendix), two batches of experimental
RBCs, either hand-spatulated and mechanically-mixed, were prepared and
investigated. The hand-spatulated RBCs exhibited greater porosity, a lower mean BFS
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and reduced reliability of strength data compared with mechanically-mixed RBCs.
Consequently, in the current study, RBCs were prepared using reproducible
mechanical mixing technique.

5.1.2.3 Experimental resin composite preparation
The resins, (45 volume%) were mixed with 46 volume% of silanised barium
silicate glass particles with an average particle size of 0.7 µm (Schott AG,
Hattenbergstrasse, Germany) and 9 volume% of silanised fumed silica particles,
approximately 14 nm diameter (Aerosil R 711, Evonik Industries, Germany). A
centrifugal mixing device (Speed-Mixer, DAC 150 FVZ-K, Hauschild Engineering,
Germany) was used to mechanically incorporate the filler. Resins were mixed with
fumed silica at the speed of 2300 rpm and 3500 rpm each for 1 min and this regime
was repeated following subsequent addition of the barium silicate filler particles into
the composite mix.

5.1.2.4 Specimen preparation
Two hundred and seventy nominally identical disc-shaped specimens (12mm
diameter, 1mm thickness) of either unfilled resins or experimental RBC comprising of
three groups (n=90) were fabricated. Split black nylon moulds were used to allow
specimen removal without introducing spurious bending stresses. For each specimen
mould was overfilled with composite paste and the top and bottom surfaces of each
specimen were covered with cellulose acetate strip (0.1 mm thickness) to lessen
oxygen inhibition. All specimens were light irradiated from one side by a quartztungsten-halogen curing unit (Optilux 501, Kerr, Orange, CA, USA) with a 12 mm
diameter curing tip placed in contact with acetate strip using a light guide to allow for
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concentric alignment. The irradiance of the curing-unit was measured prior to
fabrication of each sample set (780-880 mW/cm2) using a radiometer (Coltolux C7900 Coltene/Whaledent Inc, Mahwah, NJ, US). Following irradiation for 40 s at an
ambient temperature of 23±2 ºC, the cellulose acetate strips were discarded, each
specimen immediately removed from the mould and flash cut away using a sharp
blade. Prior to testing, three groups of each unfilled resin and RBC (n=90) were
stored for one week „dry‟, one and thirteen weeks „wet‟ at 37±1 ºC in a polystyrene
cylindrical 30 ml container. To allow wet storage of specimens, distilled water was
employed throughout the study. Each group was aligned so that specimens were
stacked directly on top of each other. To avoid the potential accumulation of leached
unfilled resins and RBC constituents in the container, distilled water was replaced on
a weekly basis for the longest storage regime.

5.1.2.5 Bi-axial flexure strength
The bi-axial flexure strength (BFS) of each unfilled resins and RBC group was
determined at 0.1, 1.0 and 10.0 mm/min deformation rates (n=30) in a ball-on-ring
configuration using a universal testing machine (Model 5544, Instron Ltd, High
Wycombe, Bucks, England). A 3 mm ball-indenter was used to centrally load the
disc-shaped specimens supported on a 10 mm diameter knife-edge support. The
irradiated surface of specimen was placed uppermost, with the non-irradiated surface
under tension. The load (N) at failure was recorded and the mean specimen thickness
was measured at the point of fracture of each fragment with a screw-gauge
micrometer (Moore and Wright, Sheffield, UK) accurate to 10 µm. The BFS (MPa)
was calculated according to Equation 5.1 (Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger,
1959).
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σ max =

p
l   0.485  ln a   0.52  0.48
2
h
h

Where σ

max

Equation 5.1

was the maximum tensile stress (MPa), P the measured load of fracture

(N), a the radius of knife-edge support (mm), h the sample thickness (mm) and ν
Poisson‟s ratio for the material and a value of 0.25 was substituted for unfilled resins
and RBCs investigated in current experiment (Braem et al., 1986). The data were
analysed with one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and post hoc Tukey tests
(P=0.05).

5.1.3

Results
A dependence of deformation rate was observed for unfilled resins since one-

way ANOVA of the BFS data revealed significantly lower mean BFS at 0.1 mm/min
deformation rate compared with 1.0 and 10.0 mm/min following all storage regimes
(Table 5.1, Figure 5.1). However, for filled resins, no significant difference between
BFS at all deformation rates was identified following one week „dry‟ and 13 weeks
„wet‟ storage regimes. BFS was significantly decreased at 0.1 mm/min deformation
rate compared with 1.0 and 10.0 mm/min for one week „wet‟ specimens (Figure 5.1,
Table 5.1).
The one week „wet‟ unfilled resin specimens exhibited an apparent reduction
in BFS compared with „dry‟ specimens but no significant difference was identified
between one week „dry‟ and „wet‟ specimens. BFS of unfilled resin was substantially
reduced following 13 weeks compared with one week „dry‟ and „wet‟ storage regimes
(Table 5.1). The BFS of filled resins was significantly reduced following one and 13
weeks „wet‟ storage compared with „dry‟ specimens whereas no significant difference
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between BFS of one and 13 weeks „wet‟ specimens was identified at 1.0 and 10.0
mm/min deformation rates.

Table 5.1. The mean BFS and associated standard deviations of experimental (a)
unfilled resins and (b) resin-based composite at 0.1, 1.0 and 10.0 mm/min
deformation rates following 1 week dry, 1 week and 13 weeks wet storage
regimes.
(a)

1 week dry

1 week wet

13 weeks wet

Deformation rate
0.1 mm/min

Deformation rate
1.0 mm/min

Deformation rate
10.0 mm/min

126(31)2a

148(34)1a

163(39)1a

117(32)2a

142(37)1a

152(29)1a

67(17)2b

84(24)1b

91(26)1b

Deformation rate
0.1 mm/min

Deformation rate
1.0 mm/min

Deformation rate
10.0 mm/min

122(13)1a

131(15)1a

131(16)1a

82(17)2c

95(13)1b

98(21)1b

97(17)1b

100(18)1b

106(18)1b

(b)

1 week dry

1 week wet

13 weeks wet

Superscript with similar numbers across rows and similar letters down columns
indicate no statistically significant difference (P>0.05).
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(a)

Unfilled Resins

Mean bi-axial flexure strength (MPa)

220
200
180
160
140

1 week dry

120

1 week wet

100

13 weeks wet

80
60
40
0.1

1

10

Deformation rate (mm/min) [log scale]

(b)

Experimental RBC

Mean bi-axial flexure strength (MPa)

220
200
180
160
1 week dry

140

1 week wet
120

13 weeks wet

100
80
60
40
0.1

1

10

Deformation rate (mm/min) [log scale]

Figure 5.1. Plots illustrating the mean bi-axial flexure strength (and associated
standard deviations) of experimental (a) unfilled resins (b) resin-based composite
at 0.1, 1.0, 10.0 mm/min deformation rates [log scale] following 1 week dry, 1
week and 13 weeks wet storage regimes.
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5.1.4 Discussion
Following one week „dry‟ and „wet‟ storage regimes, the unfilled resin
exhibited a significantly greater mean BFS compared with the experimental RBC,
which was unexpected. There is a common concept of load sharing between resin
matrix and fillers, which suggests that the stronger and stiffer fillers are likely to bear
a greater load compared with ufilled resin matrices. In addition, many researches have
suggested that the incorporation of fillers into RBCs will increase compressive (Li et
al., 1985; Germain et al., 1985), diametral tensile (Chung, 1990) and flexural strength
(Braem et al., 1989). However, contrary to this common conception, Calais and
Söderholm (1988) and O‟Donnell et al. (2008) have reported a higher flexural
strength of light-cured dimethacrylate-based resins relative to resin composites, which
is in agreement with current study. The possible explanation could be poor bonding
between resins and fillers as a result of insufficient silane or porosity due to
incapability of mixing machine to mix the constituents efficiently. Thus, unbounded
interface or porosity in RBCs may act as crack in terms of Griffith‟s law and therefore
accelerate the crack propagation and reduce the strength of materials. Other possible
explanation could be the uneven distribution of filler particles, especially the fumed
silica nanoparticles, which tend to agglomerate. The agglomerated particles possess
high internal porosity compared with a discrete solid filler and are likely to create
regions of stress concentration. Consequently, such regions require less energy to
initiate or propagate a crack and lead to failure at low stresses (Huang and Zhang,
2009). In addition, agglomerated particles may create a weak resin/filler interface and
lead to insufficient load transfer between matrix and particles (Jumahat et al., 2010),
thereby resulting in decreased BFS. Moreover, it may be assumed that fillers in RBC
may scatter the light and decrease the degree of cure compared with unfilled resins,
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hence reducing the BFS. The aforementioned explanations with regard to silane,
mixing device and degree of cure warrant further study, which may give further
insight in to the strength property of RBCs. Although a superior BFS of unfilled
resins observed here may imply a superior material system, it should be noted that the
incorporation of filler particles in resin matrices improves the wear resistance,
decreases thermal expansion coefficient and reduces polymerisation shrinkage of
RBCs which are essential for longevity of a dental restoration.
Both unfilled resins and RBCs exhibited hydrolytic degradation but to
different extents. The water-induced failure of RBCs involves the degradation of resin
matrix, silane coupling agent, and filler particles and depends upon on the type of
monomer (Asmussen et al., 1998), degree of monomer conversion (Asmussen and
Peutzfeldt , 2002, 2003), filler morphology (bagheri et al., 2007), and silanisation of
filler/resin interface (Söderholm, 1983; Söderholm et al., 1984). Thus, the degradation
of RBCs can be considered as more complex compared with unfilled resins. The
significant decrease in BFS of the RBC compared with the unfilled resin following
one week storage in water can possibly be explained by two mechanisms. First, the
degree of conversion in RBCs is likely to be lower than that of unfilled resins as a
result of light scattering which may make the RBCs structure more susceptible to
hydrolytic degradation. Second, the hydrolytic degradation of silane coupling agent
may occur at resin/filler interface, which leads to interfacial cracking and thus
reducing the BFS. The significant decrease in BFS of the experimental RBC
following wet storage compared with the dry control is also in accordance with four
commercial RBCs tested in the previous experiment (Chapter 4). No further
degradation of RBC following 13 weeks compared with one week immersion is also
in agreement with previous experiment (Chapter 4) and may be attributed to the
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saturation of resin matrix and silane interface and associated reduction in degradation.
However, a significant degradation of unfilled reins in contrast to the RBC following
13 weeks storage is likely to be the result of its greater water uptake and dissolution.
Since RBCs were comprised of only 45 volume% polymer compared with unfilled
resins, therefore lower resin-associated degradation compared with unfilled resins
may be expected.
A decrease in BFS of unfilled resins at 0.1 mm/min deformation rate
compared with 1.0 and 10.0 mm/min was identified. This suggests that at the low
deformation rate, the specimen has sufficient time to deform plastically, as a result
slow crack growth which can extend to a larger defect is likely to result in failure at
lower stresses and causes the observed reduction in BFS. On the contrary, specimens
that exhibit less plastic deformation as a consequence of the reduction in time under
load at high deformation rates would fail at higher stresses (Musanje and Darvell,
2004). No deformation rate dependence of dry RBC specimens can be explained with
a decreased viscous behaviour of RBCs as a result of load transfer from resins to
brittle fillers and also the presence of a lower resin content, which reduces the plastic
flow of RBCs at low deformation rate. The decrease in BFS, at lowest deformation
rate, of one week wet RBC specimens may be ascribed to plasticisation of the
polymer network as a result of water sorption. It is well known that water diffuses into
the polymer network and separates the chains, which can then lead to swelling and
softening of the polymer network (Ferracane et al., 1998). Therefore, at low
deformation rate, the plasticised polymer network of the RBC may deform in viscous
manner and cause a reduction in BFS. In the previous experiment (Chapter 4), two
commercial nanofilled RBCs also exhibited a comparable pattern of BFS following
one week wet storage as described above. However, following 13 weeks immersion
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the BFS of commercial RBCs became independent of deformation rate, which may be
attributed to the saturation of the polymer network and reduced plasticity, which may
subsequently reduce the viscous deformation at 0.1 mm/min and increase strength
properties.
This experiment highlights the influence of resin and filler constituents on the
deformation rate dependence of RBCs. The incorporation of filler particles resulted in
no significant difference between BFS of RBCs across the range of deformation rates
following one week „dry‟ and 13 weeks „wet‟ storage, which suggest that RBCs can
perform better at various masticatory rates. However, lower BFS of one week „wet‟
RBCs specimens at 0.1 mm/min deformation rate is suggestive of the premature
failure of RBC restorations in patients with parafucnctional habits, where restorations
may be subjected to sustained forces (Ruyter and Øysæd, 1982) for extended periods
at low deformation rates. Consequently, a further experiment is required to evaluate
the effect of filler particle size and nanoparticle addition on deformation rate
dependence, which may assist in designing RBCs with respect to various masticatory
rates (Section 5.2).

5.1.5

Conclusions
1. The unfilled resins revealed a deformation rate dependence following all
storage regimes, however, addition of fillers in unfilled resins modified
such reliance following 1 week dry and 13 weeks wet storage regimes.
2. Although fillers are considered as strengthening phase of composites,
however, in current study, incorporation of fillers in unfilled resins led to a
significant decline in BFS following one week storage.
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5.2

Effect of filler particle size and nanoparticle addition on deformation rate
dependence of experimental RBCs

5.2.1 Introduction
The previous experiment in this Chapter (Section 5.1) demonstrated the effect
of filler addition, storage time and deformation rate on the BFS of experimental
unfilled resins and associated RBCs. The one week dry and 13 weeks wet RBC
specimens exhibited no difference in BFS at varying deformation rates. However, a
lower BFS of one week wet specimens was identified at 0.1 mm/min deformation rate
compared with 1.0 and 10.0 mm/min deformation rates and this pattern was also
found in two nanofilled RBCs investigated in a previous investigation (Chapter 4).
The filler size, filler morphology and filler size distribution of RBCs have
been significantly modified since their development in order to improve the material
properties. However, studies have mainly tested the mechanical properties of RBCs at
a single deformation rate. Therefore, it is important to understand the influence of
filler size and distribution on the BFS of RBCs at varying deformation rates, which
may assist the development of improved materials for clinical situations where
variable masticatory rates may occur. For example, in bruxism, RBC restorations may
be subjected to sustained forces (Ruyter and Øysæd, 1982) for extended periods at
low rates in contrast to the much more transient loading forces in normal mastication
(Glaros and Rao, 1977). Thus, the aim of the current investigation was to highlight the
effect of filler particle size and addition of nanoparticles on deformation rate
dependence of BFS and flexural modulus of experimental RBCs and also highlight
the influence of particle size and nanoparticle addition on BFS and flexural modulus
at each deformation rate.
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5.2.2

Experimental procedure
Nine experimental resin-based composites (RBC1-RBC9) with constant resin

and filler volume ratio (45:55) were prepared by the method outlined in Section
5.1.2.3. A similar resin formulation was used for all RBCs as described in Section
5.1.2.1 However, RBCs were reinforced with varying filler particle size and
nanoparticle content. The silanised barium glass filler particles of 0.7, 3.0 and 5.0 μm
size were purchased from Schott AG, Hattenbergstrasse, Germany and fumed silica;
Aerosil R 711, of approximately 14 nm size was provided by Evonik Industries,
Germany. The summary of experimental RBCs is shown in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2. Constituents of the experimental resin-based composites.
All RBCs were comprised of similar resin chemistries.
Experimental
Resin
Composites
RBC1

Microfiller
(diameter/load)

Nanofiller
(diameter/load)

0.7 µm; 55.0 vol%

14 nm; 0.0 vol%

RBC2

0.7 µm; 50.5 vol %

14 nm; 4.5 vol%

RBC3

0.7 µm; 46.0 vol %

14 nm; 9.0 vol%

RBC4

3.0 µm; 55.0 vol%

14 nm; 0.0 vol%

RBC5

3.0 µm; 50.5 vol %

14 nm; 4.5 vol%

RBC6

3.0 µm; 46.0 vol %

14 nm; 9.0 vol%

RBC7

5.0 µm; 55.0 vol%

14 nm; 0.0 vol%

RBC8

5.0 µm; 50.5 vol%

14 nm; 4.5 vol%

RBC9

5.0 µm; 46.0 vol %

14 nm; 9.0 vol%
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5.2.2.1 Bi-axial flexure strength
In total, 810 specimens were prepared and for each RBC, 90 disc-shaped
specimens were fabricated as described in section 5.1.2.4. All specimens were stored
in distilled water at 37±1 ºC for one week prior to testing. The BFS of each RBC was
determined at three deformation rates (0.1, 1.0, 10.0 mm/min) (n=30) using the
method outlined in section 5.1.2.5.

5.2.2.2 Flexural modulus
Fifteen nominally identical bar-shaped specimens (25 mm length, 2 mm width
and 2 mm thickness) of each RBC were made using nylon split mould. The mould
was packed with RBC and both upper and lower surfaces were covered with cellulose
acetate strips (0.1 mm thickness) to reduce oxygen inhibition of the outer layers of the
specimen. An overlapping curing regime was performed due to increased length of
bar-shaped specimens (25 mm) compared with the diameter of curing-light tip (12
mm). Firstly, the central portion of the bar-shaped specimen was irradiated for 40s
and then specimen was irradiated at two overlapping irradiation positions for 40s each
immediately after first shot to cure the entire length of the bar-shaped specimen. All
specimens were irradiated from one side by a quartz-tungsten-halogen curing unit
(Optilux 501, Kerr, Orange, CA, USA) at an ambient temperature 23±2 ºC . The
irradiance of the curing-unit was measured prior to fabrication of each sample set
(780-880 mW/cm2) using a digital radiometer (Coltolux C-7900 Coltene/Whaledent
Inc, Mahwah, NJ, US). Following irradiation, the cellulose acetate strips were
detached, each specimen was immediately removed from the mould and flash cut
away using a sharp blade. Prior to testing, RBCs specimens were stored in distilled
water for one week at 37±1 ºC.
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Three-point flexure data was achieved in accordance with the International
Standard for Dental Polymer-Based Filling, Restorative and Luting Materials (ISO
4049, 2000). The bar- shaped specimens of each RBC were centrally loaded using a 3
mm diameter cylindrical roller across a support span of 20 mm at three cross-head
speeds of 0.1, 1.0 and 10.0 mm/min (n=5) using a universal testing machine (Model
5544, Instron Ltd, High Wycombe, Bucks, England). The irradiated surface of
specimen was placed uppermost, with the non-irradiated surface under tension. After
failure of each specimen, the width and thickness of the specimen at the point of
fracture (mm) was measured using a screw-gauge micrometer (Moore and Wright,
Sheffield, UK) accurate to 10 µm. The load-deflection curve was plotted for each
specimen in order to calculate load (N) and deflection (mm) values at the most linear
part of curve were used to calculate flexural modulus (GPa) using Equation 5.2

E

Fl 3
4bh 3 d

Equation 5.2

where F was the load (N), l was the span distance (20 mm), b was the width of the
specimen (mm), h was the thickness of specimen (mm) and d was the deflection
(mm).

5.2.2.3 Statistical analysis
A general linear model (GLM) ANOVA was conducted on the combined BFS
and flexural modulus data to highlight the effect of deformation rate (3 levels), filler
particle size (3 levels) and nanoparticle addition (3 levels) with post hoc Sidak test
comparison (P=0.05). Two-way ANOVA tests were run on BFS and flexural modulus
data for each filler particle size with deformation rate (3 levels) and nanoparticle
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addition (3 levels). One-way ANOVA and post hoc Tukey tests (P=0.05) were
performed on BFS and flexural modulus data at each deformation rate to highlight the
difference between RBCs with regard to filler particle size and nanoparticle addition.
Main effects plots were produced to highlight the general trends in combined BFS and
flexural modulus data.

5.2.3

Results
The GLM-ANOVA highlighted a significant effect of deformation rate, filler

particle size and nanoparticle addition on the BFS and flexural modulus (P<0.001)
(Figure 5.2). A general increase in BFS and flexural modulus was identified with
increasing deformation rate whereas a high volume percentage of nanoparticles led to
a reduction in BFS and flexural modulus (Figure 5.2). The flexural modulus generally
increased with an increase in filler particle size. In contrast, BFS was declined with an
increase in filler particle size (Figure 5.2). Two-way ANOVA revealed a significant
effect of deformation rate (P<0.001) and nanoparticle addition (P<0.001) for BFS and
flexural modulus data sets for each RBC series with similar filler particle size (Table
5.3, 5.4). The mean BFS and flexural modulus and associated standard deviations of
all experimental RBCs at 0.1, 1.0 and 10.0 mm/min deformation rates are shown in
Tables 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. In addition, plots are presented to highlight the effect
of nanoparticle addition and filler particle size on BFS and flexural modulus at 0.1,
1.0 and 10.0 mm/min deformation rates (Figure 5.3-5.6).
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Main Effects Plot for Flexural modulus data
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Figure 5.2. The main effects plots highlighting the significant effect of filler
particle size, nanoparticle addition and deformation rate on the combined (a) biaxial flexure strength and (b) flexural modulus data of experimental resin-based
composites.
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Table 5.3. The mean BFS and associated standard deviations of experimental resin-based composites
(RBC1-RBC9) at 0.1, 1.0 and 10.0 mm/min deformation rates.
Experimental
Resin
Composites
RBC1

Microfiller
(diameter/load)

Nanofiller
(diameter/load)

BFS (MPa)
0.1 mm/min

BFS (MPa)
1.0 mm/min

BFS (MPa)
10.0 mm/min

0.7 µm; 55.0 vol%

14 nm; 0.0 vol%

89(11)12b

106(14)1a

106(16)1a

RBC2

0.7 µm; 50.5 vol %

14 nm; 4.5 vol%

95(13)1b

103(14)12ab

104(17)1a

RBC3

0.7 µm; 46.0 vol %

14 nm; 9.0 vol%

82(17)2b

95(13)2a

98(21)1a

RBC4

3.0 µm; 55.0 vol%

14 nm; 0.0 vol%

62(9)3b

70(10)3a

75(13)2a

RBC5

3.0 µm; 50.5 vol %

14 nm; 4.5 vol%

47(10)4b

66(12)34a

61(10)34a

RBC6

3.0 µm; 46.0 vol %

14 nm; 9.0 vol%

53(10)34b

69(12)3a

66(15)234a

RBC7

5.0 µm; 55.0 vol%

14 nm; 0.0 vol%

48(6)4b

58(9)4a

61(12)34a

RBC8

5.0 µm; 50.5 vol%

14 nm; 4.5 vol%

45(8)4b

55(7)4a

59(8)4a

RBC9

5.0 µm; 46.0 vol %

14 nm; 9.0 vol%

52(7)4c

59(9)4b

72(14)23a

Superscript notation with similar numbers down columns and similar letters across rows indicate no statistically
significant difference (P>0.05).
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Figure 5.3. Plots illustrating the mean bi-axial flexure strength (and associated
standard deviations) of experimental resin-based composite (a) RBC1-RBC3 (b)
RBC4-RBC6 and (c) RBC7-RBC9 at 0.1, 1.0, 10.0 mm/min deformation rates
[log scale] and highlighting the effect of nanoparticle addition on BFS.
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Figure 5.4. Plots illustrating the mean bi-axial flexure strength (and associated
standard deviations) of experimental resin-based composite (a) RBC1, RBC4 and
RBC7 (b) RBC2, RBC5 and RBC8 (c) RBC3, RBC6 and RBC9 at 0.1, 1.0, 10.0
mm/min deformation rates [log scale] and highlighting the effect of filler particle
size on BFS.
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Table 5.4. The mean flexural modulus and associated standard deviations of experimental Resin-based
composites (RBC1-RBC9) at 0.1, 1.0 and 10.0 mm/min deformation rates.
Experimental
Resin
Composites

Microfiller
(diameter/load)

Nanofiller
(diameter/load)

Flexural
modulus
(GPa)
0.1 mm/min

Flexural
modulus
(GPa)
1.0 mm/min

Flexural
modulus
(GPa)
10.0 mm/min

RBC1

0.7 µm; 55.0 vol%

14 nm; 0.0 vol%

5.7(0.2)2b

6.8(0.7)2a

7.0(0.5)2a

RBC2

0.7 µm; 50.5 vol %

14 nm; 4.5 vol%

6.2(0.6)2c

6.9(0.4)2b

8.1(1.0)1a

RBC3

0.7 µm; 46.0 vol %

14 nm; 9.0 vol%

5.6(0.2)2b

5.3(0.8)3b

7.5(0.3)12a

RBC4

3.0 µm; 55.0 vol%

14 nm; 0.0 vol%

6.7(0.9)1b

8.9(0.9)1a

8.8(0.8)1a

RBC5

3.0 µm; 50.5 vol %

14 nm; 4.5 vol%

7.3(0.2)1b

8.3(0.7)1a

8.7(0.8)1a

RBC6

3.0 µm; 46.0 vol %

14 nm; 9.0 vol%

5.2(0.2)2b

5.7(0.6)3b

7.0(0.2)2a

RBC7

5.0 µm; 55.0 vol%

14 nm; 0.0 vol%

6.6(0.2)1b

9.0(1.0)1a

8.9(0.9)1a

RBC8

5.0 µm; 50.5 vol%

14 nm; 4.5 vol%

6.8(1.2)1c

7.4(0.5)2b

8.6(0.8)1a

RBC9

5.0 µm; 46.0 vol %

14 nm; 9.0 vol%

6.3(0.3)12b

6.9(0.3)2b

7.6(0.5)1a

Superscript notation with similar numbers down columns and similar letters across rows indicate no statistically
significant difference (P>0.05).
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Figure 5.5. Plots illustrating the mean flexural modulus (and associated standard
deviations) of experimental resin-based composite (a) RBC1-RBC3 (b) RBC4RBC6 and (c) RBC7-RBC9 at 0.1, 1.0, 10.0 mm/min deformation rates [log scale]
and highlighting the effect of nanoparticle addition on flexural modulus.
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Figure 5.6. Plots illustrating the mean flexural modulus (and associated standard
deviations) of experimental resin-based composite (a) RBC1, RBC4 and RBC7
(b) RBC2, RBC5 and RBC8 (c) RBC3, RBC6 and RBC9 at 0.1, 1.0, 10.0 mm/min
deformation rates [log scale] and highlighting the effect of filler particle size on
flexural modulus.
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5.2.4

Discussion
In previous experiments, two commercial nanofilled (Chapter 4) and an

experimental RBC (Chapter 5) exhibited a lower mean BFS at 0.1 mm/min
deformation rate compared with 1.0 and 10.0 mm/min deformation rates following
one week wet storage regime. Consequently, in the current experiment, one week wet
immersion was considered the most important storage regime and was chosen to
determine the effect of filler particle size and nanoparticle addition on the BFS and
flexural modulus at the similar deformation rates.
All RBCs exhibited a decrease in the mean BFS and flexural modulus at 0.1
mm/min deformation rate compared with higher deformation rates which highlight the
inherent viscoelastic behaviour of polymer-based materials. The relevant material
examples are silicones or silicon-based materials (Askeland and Phulé, 2006) such as
polydimethylsiloxane, which exhibits unusual properties dependent upon the speed of
force that is used to manipulate the material; if pulled apart slowly the material will
stretch, but will fracture if given a sharp blow. At low strain rate, the polymeric chains
of materials are allowed to uncoil and move relative to each other and subsequently
lead to plastic deformation, whereas at high strain rate, the polymeric chains are not
likely to move relative to each other and thus result in brittle failure.
A decrease in the mean BFS and flexural modulus of all RBCs with different
filler size and nanoparticle combinations at 0.1 mm/min deformation rate compared
with higher deformation rates (Table 5.3, 5.4) suggested that filler particle size and
nanoparticle addition have no significant effect on the deformation rate dependence of
RBCs at the filler volume fraction used. It may be assumed that an equivalent volume
of resin (45 vol%) is likely to be responsible for similar deformation rate dependence
pattern across the range of RBCs investigated. Consequently, a further investigation
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with different resin formulations is warranted which may give an insight into the
material behaviour. In a preliminary study, RBC formulations with various filler/resin
ratios were carried out, however the mixing device was capable to mix maximum
55:45 filler/resin volume ratio utilized in the current experiment, which is comparable
with many commercially-available RBCs.
Generally, a significant reduction in mean BFS of RBCs with increasing filler
particle size was identified at all deformation rates (Table 5.3, Figure 5.4). In previous
studies, Miyasak (1996) and Tanimoto et al. (2006) also a found similar pattern.
Tanimoto et al. (2006) evaluated the flexural strength of RBCs with varying filler size
and also investigated the corresponding stress distribution using three-dimensional
finite element (FE) analysis. The authors found increased stress concentration at
resin/filler interface and a resultant decrease in flexural strength with increasing
particle size of filler. Generally, the addition of nanoparticles either did not exhibit
any effect or reduced the BFS (Table 5.3, Figure 5.3). A possible explanation may be
that agglomeration of nanoparticles occurred in RBC batches and caused the
weakening of the RBC due to increased stress concentration (Section 5.1.4). In a
previous study, the influence of various mass fractions of nano fibrillar silicate (1%,
2.5% and 7.5%) on the flexural strength of resin composites was investigated (Tian et
al., 2008) and the authors identified an increase in the flexural strength with 1 and 2.5
% nano fibrillar silicate addition while no further increase with 7.5% mass fraction.
The increased flexural strength was attributed to highly separated and uniformly
distributed nano fibrillar silicate. It was further proposed by authors that two effects,
either reinforcing due to highly separated and uniformly distributed nano fibrillar
silicate, or weakening due to the agglomeration that may occur in resin composites.
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The flexural modulus generally exhibited an opposite trend in contrast to BFS
by highlighting an increased flexural modulus with increasing filler particle size
(Table 5.4, Figure 5.6). Masouras et al., (2008) have also reported similar pattern,
however, Tanimoto et al. (2006) suggested that filler size has no any significant effect
on elastic modulus and that filler volume fraction determines the flexural modulus
characteristics of a composite material. Here, an increased nanoparticle addition led to
a decrease in flexural modulus of RBCs. It is believed that composites with large
particles restrain the movement of matrix during load application, whereas in
composites with small particles, the matrix bears the sufficient load and the small
particles hinder the plastic deformation. It can be assumed that in the current study,
large filler particles bear greater load compared with small filler particles and
exhibited an increased flexural modulus. Moreover, a reduced flexural modulus in the
RBCs with nanoparticle addition (Table 5.4, Figure 5.5) may also be anticipated as
the result of greater plastic deformation of matrix.
It is clear that filler particle size and nanoparticle addition have significant
effects on the mechanical properties of RBCs, however, various combinations of both
variables did not highlight any effect on the dependence of deformation rate.
Consequently, a further study is warranted with regard to resin formulations and also
a greater filler/resin ratio which may aid the development of improved materials.

5.2.5

Conclusions
1.

The deformation rate dependence of experimental RBCs was not
significantly affected by various combinations of filler particle size and
nanoparticle addition.
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2.

The BFS of RBCs decreased with increasing filler particle size, while
an increase in the flexural modulus of RBCs was observed as a result
of increased filler size.

3.

The addition of a high volume percentage of nanoparticles resulted in a
decreased flexural modulus of RBCs compared with RBCs without
nanoparticle addition.
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Chapter 6

6.1

Effect of Specimen Alignment on the Mechanical Properties of
Dental Resin-Based Composites

Introduction
Currently, a wide range of direct and indirect restorative materials are used in

restorative dentistry. One of the important requirements for a dental restorative
material is stability when it is exposed to the moist oral environment. However,
investigators have demonstrated that the exposure of resin-based composites (RBCs)
to an aqueous environment can reduce fracture resistance (Ferracane and Berge, 1995)
and flexural strength (Calais and Soderholm, 1988; Curtis et al., 2008). Such decline
in mechanical properties has been attributed to hydrolytic degradation of the polymer
matrix or fillers and debonding of the filler-resin interface (Söderholm et al., 1984;
Söderholm et al., 1996; Ferracane et al., 1998). Therefore during the characterisation
and development of RBC materials, it is essential that in vitro modelling should
account for the degradative potential of water on the mechanical properties.
To simulate the perceived clinical environment, studies have been conducted
following storage of RBC specimens in distilled water, ethanol (Ferracane and Berge,
1995; Zhang and Xu, 2008), food simulating-liquids (Deepa and Krishnan, 2000), and
artificial saliva (Musnaje and Darvell, 2003). The effect of storage time (Örtengren et
al., 2001), pH of media (Prakki et al., 2005) and temperature conditions (Watts et el.,
1987) on the sorption and solubility , degradation and surface hardness of RBCs have
been widely reported but to date the alignment of specimens throughout such storage
regimes has rarely been detailed. Moreover, the International Standards Organisation
(ISO) has not recommended any specimen alignment criteria for the flexural strength
testing of RBCs (ISO 4049, 2000). Hence, to ensure the consistency of strength data
of RBCs among different investigators and research laboratories, it is essential to
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standardise the specimen alignment throughout the storage regimes which may
consequently, aid in the accurate assessment of data. Thus the purpose of the current
study was to investigate the influence of different specimen alignments on the bi-axial
flexural strength and surface hardness of RBCs and to standardise the clinically
relevant specimen alignment for the future RBCs associated research work.
The investigation tested the null hypothesis that differences in specimen
alignment during storage regimes would not lead to variation in bi-axial flexure
strength and surface hardness of RBCs.

6.2

Experimental procedure

6.2.1

Materials
A micro-hybrid RBC (FiltekTM Z250; batch 8MA; shade A3) was investigated

in the current study. The monomer matrix comprised of bisphenol A diglycidyl ether
dimethacrylate (BisGMA), triethyleneglycol dimethacrylate (TEGDMA), bisphenol A
polyethylene glycol diether dimethacrylate (BisEMA6) and urethane dimethacrylate
(UDMA) filled with fused zirconia-silica filler particles ranging from 0.01-3.5 µm
with an average of 0.6 µm diameter. The total content of the filler particles was (84.5
weight%; 60 volume%).

6.2.2 Bi-axial flexure strength (BFS)
Two hundred and forty nominally identical disc-shaped specimens (12 mm
diameter, 1 mm thickness) of the resin composite were manufactured. Split black
Nylotron moulds were used to allow specimen removal without introducing spurious
bending stresses. For each specimen 0.24±0.005 g of RBC paste was weighed using a
Mettler AE 163 analytical balance (Mettler-Toledo Ltd, Leicester, UK) accurate to
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0.001 g and packed into the mould. The top and bottom surfaces of each specimen
were covered with cellulose acetate strip (0.1 mm thickness) to lessen the impact of
oxygen inhibition (Shawkat et al., 2009). All specimens were light irradiated using a
halogen curing unit (Optilux 501, Kerr, Orange, CA, USA) with a 12 mm diameter
curing tip placed in contact with the acetate strip using a light guide to allow for
reproducible concentric alignment. The irradiance of the curing-unit was measured
prior to fabrication of each sample set (780-880 mW/cm2) using a radiometer
(Coltolux C-7900 Coltene/Whaledent Inc, Mahwah, NJ, US). Following irradiation at
an ambient temperature 23±2 ºC for 20 s, the cellulose acetate strips were discarded
and each specimen carefully removed from the mould and flash cut away using a
sharp blade. Specimens were stored in a dessicator (dry control) or in water in three
different alignments. One group was aligned so that specimens were stacked directly
on top of each other. Specimens from a second group were embedded in
polyvinylsiloxane putty so that only the upper surface was exposed to water and a
final group was secured at a point at the specimen periphery rendering them upright
with upper and lower surfaces directly exposed to water (Figure 6.1). For each
condition, two groups of specimens (n=30) were stored for 1 week and 13 weeks at
37±1 ºC prior to testing. The dry control and stacked specimens were stored in a
polystyrene cylindrical 30 ml container (Sterilin Ltd, Aberbargoed, UK) whereas
upright and upper surface exposed specimens were aligned in a standard 90 mm Petri
dish (Sterilin Ltd, Aberbargoed, UK) containing putty material (Figure 6.1).
The BFS was determined at cross-head speed of 1.0 mm/min in a ball-on-ring
configuration using a universal testing machine (UTM) (Model 5544, Instron Ltd,
High Wycombe, Bucks, England). A 3 mm ball-indenter was used to centrally load
the disc-shaped specimens supported on a 10 mm diameter knife-edge support. The
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irradiated surface of specimen was placed uppermost, with the non-irradiated surface
under tension. The load (N) at failure was recorded. The mean specimen thickness
was measured at the point of fracture of each fragment with a screw-gauge
micrometer (Moore and Wright, Sheffield, UK) accurate to 10 µm. The BFS was
calculated according to Equation 6.1.
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Equation 6.1

was the maximum tensile stress (MPa), P the measured load of fracture

(N), a the radius of knife-edge support (mm), h the sample thickness (mm) and ν
Poisson‟s ratio for the material. A Poisson‟s ratio value of 0.25 was utilized in current
study (Section 3.2.3).

6.2.3

Surface Hardness
Resin composite specimens were prepared according to the method outlined

above. Initially, the surface hardness of nine specimens were tested dry and
subsequently stored in a stacked, upright and upper surface exposed alignment (n=3)
as described previously. The hardness of each specimen was measured following 1
week and 13 weeks wet storage regimes. Specimens were indented at a load of 1.96 N
for 10 s using a surface hardness tester (Struers, Glasgow, UK) with a Vickers
diamond pyramid head. Eleven equidistant indentations were performed at 1 mm
intervals in a north to south direction relative to the light curing tip position on the
upper and lower surface of each specimen.
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6.2.4

Statistical Analysis

A one-way ANOVA and post hoc Tukey multiple comparison tests were performed
on the BFS data (P=0.05) to highlight any differences between dry storage and wet
specimen alignments. The surface hardness data were evaluated using repeated
measures and one-way ANOVA (P=0.05).
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Figure 6.1. Images of (a) stacked (b) upper surface exposed (c) upright specimen
alignments.
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6.3

Results

6.3.1 Bi-axial flexure strength
Following 1 week storage, the BFS of the dry control group exhibited a
significantly higher BFS (174 MPa) compared with all 3 wet alignments (stacked=
138 MPa, upper surface exposed=125 MPa, upright=111 MPa) (P<0.001), whereas no
significant difference in BFS was observed between stacked and upper surface
exposed (P>0.001) and upper surface exposed and upright alignments (P>0.001)
respectively. The BFS of upright specimens highlighted a significant decrease in BFS
compared with stacked specimens (P<0.001) (Table 6.1). Following 13 weeks
storage, the dry control group also revealed a significantly higher BFS (163 MPa) in
contrast to three wet alignments (stacked=150 MPa, upper surface exposed=91 MPa,
upright=82 MPa) (P<0.001) and stacked alignment highlighted a significantly higher
BFS compared with upper surface exposed and upright alignments (P<0.001). No
significant difference was identified between BFS of 1 week and 13 weeks dry control
groups (P=0.091). BFS of stacked alignment group increased following 13 weeks
storage compared with 1 week stacked alignment (P<0.05) whereas a significant
decline in BFS of upright and upper surface exposed alignments was identified
following 13 weeks storage compared with 1 week dry storage (P<0.001) (Table 6.1).
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Table 6.1. The mean BFS and associated standard deviations of resin composite
at different specimen alignments following 1 week and 13 weeks storage regimes.
Specimen Alignment
Dry Control

Mean BFS (MPa)
1 week
174(30)1a

Mean BFS (MPa)
13 weeks
163(22)1a

Wet Stacked

138(22)2b

150(23)2a

125(17)23a

91(17)3b

111(19)3a

82(14)3b

Wet
Upper
exposed

surface

Wet Upright

Superscript with similar numbers down columns and similar letters across rows
indicate no statistically significant difference (P>0.05).

6.3.2

Surface hardness
The repeated measures analysis of combined surface hardness data highlighted

no significant difference between upper and lower surface hardness (P=0.190),
however, specimen alignment method and storage time significantly affected the
surface hardness (P<0.001) (Figure 6.2).
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Main Effects Plot for Surface Hardness Data
Surface
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surface hardness (VHN)
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Upper_sruface

Upright

Storage time

90
85
80

Dry

1week

13weeks

Figure 6.2. The main effects plot of the surface hardness data highlighting the
significant effect of specimen alignment and storage time. The stacked specimens
exhibit lower surface hardness compared with upright and upper surface
exposed. The storage time demonstrates a decline in surface hardness following
wet storage.

The additional repeated measures analysis of individual alignment revealed a
significant effect of position (hardness values at 1 mm interval across the specimen
width from north to south direction) (P<0.001) and storage time (P<0.001), however,
effect of surface varied between specimen alignments. No significant difference
between upper and lower surface hardness of stacked (P=0.709) and upright specimen
(P=0.168) alignments was observed, however, lower surface of upper surface exposed
alignment exhibited a significantly greater surface hardness compared with upper
surface (P<0.001) (Figure 6.3). All specimen alignments highlighted a significantly
lower combined surface hardness following wet storage compared with dry storage
(P<0.001), whereas no significant difference between 1 week wet and 13 weeks wet
storage was identified (P>0.001) (Figure 6.3). The upper and lower surface hardness
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at positions from north to south direction for stacked, upper surface exposed and
upright alignments following dry, 1 week wet and 13 weeks wet storage are shown in
Figure 6.4.
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Main Effects Plot for Upper Surface Exposed Alignment
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(c)

Main Effects Plot for Upright Alignment
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Figure 6.3. The main effects plots of surface hardness data of (a) stacked, (b)
upper surface exposed and (c) upright specimen alignments. All alignments
highlight a decrease in surface hardness following wet storage. In addition,
reduction in hardness from centre-to-edge of specimens is also clear. The stacked
and upright specimens indicate no significant difference between upper and
lower surface hardness.
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Figure 6.4. Plots highlighting the (a) upper and (b) lower surface hardness of
stacked alignment from north to south direction following dry control, 1 week
and 13 weeks wet storage regimes.
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(c)

Upper surface exposed alignment
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Figure 6.4 (continued). Plots highlighting the (c) upper and (d) lower surface
hardness of upper surface exposed alignment from north to south direction
following dry control, 1 week and 13 weeks wet storage regimes.
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(e)
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Figure 6.4 (continued). Plots highlighting the (e) upper and (f) lower surface
hardness of upright alignment from north to south direction following dry
control, 1 week and 13 weeks wet storage regimes.
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6.4

Discussion
A significant reduction in BFS of the resin composite following each storage

alignment compared with corresponding dry control group was identified (Table 6.1).
The degradation of mechanical properties of RBCs after immersion in various storage
media has been explained by two means. First, water sorption causes a softening and
swelling of the polymer resin component and subsequently reduces the frictional
forces between polymer chains (Ferracane et al., 1998) and leads to monomer
leaching (Bastioli et al., 1990; Santerre et al., 2001). Second, mechanical properties of
RBC may be compromised by failure of silane bond between resins and fillers
(Soderholm and Roberts, 1990; Soderholm et al., 1984). However, in the current
study, three distinct wet immersion protocols exhibited a reduction in BFS to different
extents which may be attributed to a variation in diffusion coefficient as a result of
varying specimen alignment.
The greater reduction in BFS of upright specimens compared with stacked
specimen following 1 week storage (Table 6.1) may be ascribed to an increased
uptake of water. As upright specimens are held on their diametral axis, a larger
exposed surface area is likely to allow a greater diffusion of water compared with
either upper surface exposed or stacked specimens. The further degradation of BFS in
the upright and upper surface exposed specimens following 13 weeks (Table 6.1) is
also likely to be a result of an increase in water sorption and associated diffusion.
Previous studies also highlighted a decline in BFS of the same resin composite over 6
(Palin et al., 2005) and 12 months (Curtis et al., 2008) associated with an increase in
water sorption. Conversely, an increased BFS of stacked specimens following 13
weeks compared with the corresponding 1 week alignment was observed. It is
assumed that the main route of water ingress is from exposed edges of specimens in a
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stacked alignment, however, the degree of water uptake at the centre point of the disc
after 13 weeks will be lower. During BFS testing the area of the specimen in contact
with the support ring is more likely to be saturated at 13 weeks compared with that at
1 week. Consequently, increased water sorption towards the outer diameter of the
specimen may modify the stress distribution in the support ring contact region and
thus exaggerate the measured BFS.
Surface hardness was evaluated in an attempt to highlight the degradative
effect of water diffusion across the specimen width. However, it is difficult to
differentiate the surface hardness findings between different specimen alignments
since hardness trends generally appeared to be comparable from north to south
direction across the specimen width (Figure 6.4). A general reduction in the surface
hardness from centre-to-edge of specimens following all storage regimes was a result
of reduction in light intensity towards the edge of the light-curing tip (Figure 6.3-6.4)
(Palin et al., 2008). The significant reduction in surface hardness following wet
storage regimes compared with dry surface hardness may be explained by hydrolytic
effect described previously. However, no significant difference between 1 week and
13 weeks surface hardness (Figure 6.3) is likely to be a result of saturation of the resin
polymer network following 1 week storage regime. The negligible effect of water on
surface hardness of several commercial and experimental RBCs has previously been
reported by many investigators (Chadwick et al., 1990; Ferracane et al., 1998; Fischer
et al., 2010). Ferracane et al. (1998) attributed the limited effect of water on the
surface hardness of resin composites to highly cross-linked nature of the polymer
network. The authors suggested that a highly cross-linked network is less likely to
swell further following intermediate or long storage regimes thus may not allow entry
of water molecules and cause any reduction in surface hardness. A greater decrease in
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surface hardness of the upright specimens from dry to 1 week and 13 weeks compared
with stacked and upper surface exposed specimens suggests an increased diffusion of
water in former and also supports the decreased BFS of upright specimens. However,
the overall surface hardness of stacked specimens was lower in contrast to upper
surface exposed and upright specimens (Figure 6.2) which may have resulted due to
variation in specimen quality. No significant difference between upper and lower
surface hardness of specimens except the one week and 13 weeks upper surface
exposed specimens (Figure 6.3) may be due to their thickness resulting in an
equivalent degree of cure on the lower surface of the resin composite. It has been
suggested that the irradiance of light decreases as the result of light attenuation over
the depth of specimen which may consequently result in the incomplete cure on the
lower surface of resin composite (Bhamra et al., 2010). However, 1 mm thick
specimens used in current study might reduce such effect of light attenuation and lead
to an adequate cure throughout the specimen thickness. The lower surface of upper
surface exposed alignment specimens exhibited greater surface hardness compared
with the upper surface which was anticipated as the lower surface was not exposed to
water.
In the current study, the experiments were conducted up to 13 weeks
immersion of resin composite and considerable specimen alignment effects on BFS
were observed, however, greater differences may be expected following longer
storage periods. Moreover, only one resin composite was tested although RBCs with
different resin chemistries and different filler content may also lead to variation in
specimen alignment effects in terms of BFS and surface hardness. Nevertheless, the
implications of the present investigation are significant to BFS testing.
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The findings of current study reject the null hypothesis. The significant
differences in BFS and surface hardness values following distinct specimen
alignments warrant standardisation of experimental methodologies among scientists
and research laboratories. The upper surface exposed specimen alignment may be
considered most relevant as it more readily represents that associated with clinical
dental restorations.

6.5

Conclusion
This study suggests that specimen alignment has a considerable effect on the

BFS of RBCs which may lead to difficulty in interpretation of data among different
researchers. Therefore, to ensure improved reliability and accurate assessment of
RBCs strength among researchers and different test centres, it is important to
standardise specimen alignment throughout storage regimes.
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Chapter 7

Executive Summary

Resin-based composites are being increasingly used for the restoration of loadbearing posterior dentition and their adequate longevity comparable with dental
amalgam has been reported (Opdam et al., 2007; Opdam et al., 2010). Currently, a
lack of consensus exists among researchers regarding the classification of RBCs as a
result of slight variations in filler size and associated interchangeable mechanical
properties of “microhybrid”, “nanohybrid” and “nanofilled” RBCs (Ilie and Hickel,
2009a). These differences in the data may be attributed in-part to variability in testing
methods between investigators and the effect of confounding variables such as resin
and photo-initiator chemistry in commercial RBC formulations.
One reason for in vitro mechanical characterisation of dental restorative
materials is to predict their in vivo performance. However, the resultant in vitro data
may only be meaningful when relevant and reproducible laboratory techniques and
appropriate data analysis methods are employed. The inconsistency in mechanical
property testing of RBCs is evident amongst researchers. Consequently, in the current
investigation, variability in experimental and statistical testing methodologies was
explored. The resultant data provided significant findings (summarised below), which
may aid the understanding and development of improved materials.

7.1

Clinical relevance
It is well known that the nature of masticatory forces vary from patient to

patient (Yamashita et al., 1999; Koolstra, 2002). Therefore, the determination of
mechanical properties of RBCs at a single crosshead speed may be questioned. In the
current investigation, bi-axial flexure strength (BFS) of commercial and experimental
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RBCs was determined at varying deformation rates (Chapter 4, 5). Generally, all
commercial RBCs exhibited deformation rate dependence to different extents.
However, the sensitivity of the recorded BFS to deformation rate was extremely
complex for the commercial materials and no obvious effect of resin and filler
constituents was identified. The wide variation in the behaviour of materials was
attributed to differences in their formulations. Consequently, in an attempt to
understand the mechanistic pathways, experimental unfilled resins and RBCs with
systematic formulations were investigated. Experimental unfilled resins revealed
deformation rate dependence in BFS following one week „dry‟, one and 13 weeks
„wet‟ storage regimes, whereas the addition of fillers modified the deformation rate
dependence following 13 weeks „wet‟ storage and resulted in the BFS of filled resin
composites being independent of testing speed. These findings suggested the need for
the development of RBCs with appropriate formulations for clinical situations where
variable strain rates may occur. For example, in bruxism, RBC restorations may be
subjected to sustained forces (Ruyter and Øysæd, 1982) for extended periods at low
deformation rates in contrast to the much more transient loading forces in normal
mastication (Glaros and Rao, 1977). The various combination of filler particle size
and nanoparticle addition did not highlight any effect on the deformation rate
dependence of RBCs, which suggested a dominating behaviour of the resin matrix.

7.2

Inconsistency among investigators
Mixing of model RBC formulations, specimen preparation and subsequent

storage in media and mechanical testing of RBCs at a single crosshead speed are
common laboratory procedures and in accordance with ISO 4049. Any inconsistency
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with respect to these basic steps among investigators may cause a variation in the
resultant data and lead to difficulty in interpretation.
Commonly, the majority of researchers mix RBC formulations using handspatulation (Venhoven et al., 1994; Lim et al., 2002; Atai et al., 2004; Skrtic and
Antonucci, 2007; O‟Donnell et al., 2008) and report the significant findings in their
research. However, the reliability of the results is questionable as a result of
incorporation of air during mixing which may lead to an inhomogeneous mix
(Appendix). Moreover, during hand-spatulation of RBCs, mixing speed, pressure and
time are not controlled which may also cause variations in resultant RBC batches and
thus lead to variation in data among investigators. In the current investigation, lower
BFS, Weibull modulus and increased porosity of hand-spatulated RBCs compared
with mechanically-mixed RBCs suggested an incorporation of air and inhomogeneous
mix in the hand-spatulated RBCs (Appendix). Thus, the research work based on handspatulation of model RBC formulations may not be reliable and may affect the
development of materials. The mechanically-mixed and commercial RBCs showed no
significant difference between their Weibull moduli, which highlighted the reliability
of both materials. Consequently, model RBC formulations based on mechanicalmixing may be considered more homogenous and reproducible compared with handspatulation.
In the current deformation rate related experiments, each specimen set (n=30)
was stored in a cylindrical container containing distilled water and specimens stacked
directly on the top of each other (Chapter 4). The resulting BFS values of commercial
RBCs were significantly greater than a previous study (Curtis, 2009), which
investigated similar materials and used similar specimen geometries and light curing
protocols at 1.0 mm/min cross-head speed. The differences were attributed to a
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variation in diffusion of water as the result of the difference in exposed surface areas
of the specimen compared with the previous study, which stored specimens on their
diametral axis (Curtis, 2009). To confirm these findings, the BFS and surface
hardness of one RBC was evaluated following stacked, upper surface exposed and
upright specimen alignments (Chapter 6). The wet upright specimens exhibited a
greater decrease in both properties compared with either stacked or upper surface
exposed alignments and supported the assumption that variation in specimen
alignment may lead to different findings and associated interpretation between
investigators.
The variation in the pattern of BFS between commercial RBCs with respect to
deformation rate significantly affected the interpretation of the BFS data (Chapter 4).
This suggested that evaluation of mechanical properties of identical material and test
specimen at different deformation rates between researchers may affect the
interpretation of data and associated research and development of RBCs. Indeed, the
variation in selection of cross-head speed is very common among researchers (Table
2.2, Page 48).

7.3

Statistical relevance
Several investigators have employed Weibull statistics for the analysis of

RBCs strength data (Palin et al., 2003; Palin et al., 2005; Rodrigues Junior et al.,
2008; Curtis et al., 2009; Ilie and Hickel, 2009b) and have reported major findings on
the basis of associated Weibull modulus. However, RBCs are viscoelastic and less
brittle materials compared with ceramic-based materials, for which Weibull statistics
are well established (Cattell et al., 1997; Bhamra et al., 2002; Lohbauer et al., 2002;
Bona et al., 2003; Addison et al., 2007ab). Therefore, the applicability of Weibull
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statistics might be questioned for RBCs. In the current study (Chapter 3), the BFS of
glass cover slips highlighted a similar Weibull distribution and an overlap in 95 %
confidence intervals between ball-on-ring and ring-on-ring configurations, which
supported the applicability of Weibull statistics, as expected. On the contrary, the
porcelain specimens exhibited a reduced Weibull modulus following ring-on-ring
compared with the ball-on-ring test, which was not expected as ceramics are often
assumed to follow Weibull theory. It was suggested that transient and residual stresses
are likely to happen in porcelain specimen during sintering and cooling. Since, ringon-ring testing stresses a larger area radial to the centre point of the disc specimen
compared with ball-on-ring, it is likely that different defects or defects subjected to
differing residual stress states may be encountered leading to the observed decrease in
the Weibull modulus. The microhybrid and nanofilled RBCs also followed similar
pattern as the glass cover slips, which confirmed the applicability of Weibull statistics
for both materials. Conversely, a lower Weibull modulus was identified for the
flowable RBC following the ring-on-ring test compared with ball-on-ring test, which
suggested that RBCs with greater resin content are likely to exhibit more viscous
deformation, and therefore may affect the existence of Weibull distributions. It was
demonstrated that Weibull statistics may not necessarily be applicable to all RBCs.

An understanding of the interaction between microstructure and property of
materials, and monitoring of the effects of changes in the composition or processing
on the properties of material in vitro are the important initial steps in the development
of new materials. Therefore, any variability in the laboratory testing methods among
investigators is likely to affect the development of RBCs. The findings of the current
study with regard to deformation rate (cross-head speed), specimen alignment and
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mixing regimes clearly indicate the need for the standardisation of the testing methods
of RBCs. Moreover, deformation rate dependence of RBCs suggests the need for the
development of RBCs with appropriate formulations for clinical situations where
variable strain rates may occur.
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Chapter 8

Recommendations for Further Work

The current investigation highlighted the applicability of using Weibull
statistics for a nanofilled and one microhybrid resin-based composite (RBC) (Chapter
3). However, it was concluded that Weibull statistics were not applicable with the
flowable RBC due to an increased plastic deformation as a result of higher resin
content compared with both the nanofilled and microhybrid RBCs. Consequently, it is
suggested that experimental RBC formulations with different resin/filler ratios should
be used to investigate the appropriateness of using Weibull statistics to assess the
reliability of strength data, which may advocate an approximate resin/filler ratio for a
Weibull material. Also, finite element analysis (FEA) is considered as an effective
approach for the analysis of stress distribution of structures. In a previous study, Pick
et al. (2010) compared the experimental strength of bi-axial and uni-axial flexure tests
with the corresponding analytical strength determined using FEA. The authors
suggested the reliability of bi-axial testing compared with uni-axial testing as a result
of close approximation between experimental and analytical strength for the former.
In the similar manner, the reliability of ball-on-ring and ring-on-ring bi-axial flexure
tests utilized in current study (Chapter 3) may also be determined with FEA in order
to validate the data.
The various combinations of filler particle size and nanoparticle addition did
not highlight any effect on the deformation rate dependence of bi-axial flexure
strength (BFS) and flexural modulus of experimental RBCs, which was likely to be
the result of a dominating behaviour of the resin matrix (Chapter 5). This suggests
that an additional study with regard to different resin formulations should be
conducted, which may aid the further understanding and also assist in the
development of improved materials. In addition, a general decrease in the mechanical
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properties of RBCs with an increased addition of nanoparticle was assumed as a result
of agglomeration of nanoparticles (Chapter 5). It is therefore suggested that
transmission electron microscopy should be performed in order to examine the
distribution of nanoparticles.
Generally, all commercial and experimental RBCs highlighted viscoelastic
behaviour by exhibiting deformation rate dependence. The evaluation of the same
RBCs with traditional viscoelastic testing methods such as creep resistance or
dynamic mechanical analysis may further enhance material property characterisation.
Moreover, fractographic analysis of fractured RBC specimens following each
deformation rate may be conducted to identify the failure mechanisms.
The unfilled resins exhibited a greater BFS compared with an experimental
RBC. It was assumed that multiple factors, for example, inadequate silanisation of the
filler, uneven distribution of filler particles or a decreased degree of cure as the result
of light scattering may be responsible for the a significant reduction in BFS of RBCs
(Chapter 5). Therefore, evaluation of the aforementioned variables, for example, using
various filler loads to investigate degree of polymer conversion (measured by infrared spectroscopy) may be carried out to highlight their effects on BFS of RBCs.
The variation in specimen alignment in wet storage significantly affected the
BFS and surface hardness of the RBCs investigated in the current study (Chapter 6).
However, only one RBC was tested, although RBCs with different resin chemistries
and different filler content may lead to variation in specimen alignment effects in
terms of BFS and surface hardness. Therefore, it is important to investigate the effect
of specimen alignment on a wide range of RBC types.
The 12 mm disc specimens utilized in bi-axial flexure testing allow for “oneshot” curing and, as such are considered more clinically relevant. However, there is
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likely to be inhomogeneous curing in an axial direction due to Gaussian distribution
of light intensity across the face of a curing-tip, which was confirmed indirectly in the
surface hardness data (Chapter 6). Consequently, inconsistency in bi-axial flexure
data may be expected. In a previous study, 12 mm disc specimens of a commercial
RBC were polymerised with either hand-held or oven light curing units and no
significant difference between Weibull modulus of specimens irradiated with handheld or oven light curing units was identified (Palin et al., 2005). However, such
consistency may be questioned for other RBCs with different resin and photoinitiator
chemistries. Therefore, it is suggested that BFS of different RBCs following
irradiation with the hand-held and oven light curing units should be conducted in
order to standardise the in vitro curing methods for future BFS testing.
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Appendix 1: Standardisation of Mixing Method for Experimental Resin-Based
Composite Research

Many research investigations employ commercial RBCs for comparative
evaluation. Interpretation of significant findings from such studies is limited both by
multiple differences in the formulations of commercial RBCs, and the fact that
manufacturers are reluctant to reveal precise details of formulation differences in
proprietary products. Consequently, it is difficult to identify the most specific
component that causes a variation in material properties. The use of experimental
RBCs with controlled formulations is important in that it allows systematic
investigation of variables controlling RBC behaviour, thus allowing hypothesis testing
of fundamental concepts.
During experimental RBC preparation, the incorporation of filler particles into
a resin mixture is normally carried out by hand spatulation (Venhoven et al., 1994
Lim et al., 2002; Atai et al., 2004; Skrtic and Antonucci, 2007; O‟Donnell et al.,
2008) and therefore the incorporation of porosity may be anticipated which may affect
the mechanical and physical properties of materials under investigation (Bassiouny
and Grant, 1980; Ogden, 1985 ; McCabe and Ogden,1987; Kandil et al., 1989) and
consequently decrease the reliability of data. Thus, a preliminary experiment was
conducted to highlight the influence of hand-spatulated and mechanically-mixed
model resin composite formulations on bi-axial flexure strength.

Experimental RBCs preparation
Two batches (10g) each of experimental resin composite paste were prepared
by either hand-spatulation or mechanical-mixing. The resins (45 volume%) (Section
5.2.2.1) were mixed with 46 volume% silanised barium glass particles with an
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average particle size of 0.7 µm (Schott AG, Hattenbergstrasse, Germany) and 9
volume% of fumed silica particles, approximately 14 nm diameter (Aerosil R 711,
Evonik Industries, Germany).
Hand-spatulation was carried out for approximately 10 min in a glass beaker
using a glass rod (7 mm diameter). A centrifugal mixing device (Speed-Mixer, DAC
150 FVZ-K, Hauschild Engineering, Germany) was used to mechanically incorporate
the filler. For hand-spatulation, fumed silica was initially incorporated into the resin
followed by the barium glass particles. For mechanical-mixing, resins were mixed
with fumed silica at 2300 rpm and 3500 rpm each for 1 min and this regime was again
repeated after addition of glass particles into the initial mix.
A commercially available microhybrid RBC (Z100 MP RestorativeTM batch
8YR; shade A3) (3M ESPE Dental Products, St. Paul, MN, USA) was evaluated as a
control group.

Bi-axial flexure strength and scanning electron microscopy
Thirty disc specimens (12mm diameter, 1mm thickness) of each RBC were
prepared as described in (Section 5.1.2.4) and bi-axial flexure strength (BFS) was
determined as outlined in (Section 5.1.2.5). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of
fractured surface of three disc specimens for each RBC was employed using a Jeol
JSM-840A (Jeol LTD, Akishima, Tokyo, Japan) with an acceleration voltage of 5 kV.

Statistical analysis
A one-way ANOVA and post-hoc Tukey multiple comparison tests were
performed on the BFS data (P=0.05) to highlight any difference between handspatulated, mechanically-mixed and commercial RBCs. Subsequently, BFS data were
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submitted to Weibull statistics (Section 3.2.4) in order to assess the reliability of BFS
between material groups and r2-values were obtained using regression analysis of the
Weibull data.

Results
A statistically significant difference between the mean BFS of mechanicallymixed (95±13 MPa) and hand-spatulated (83±15 MPa) RBCs was identified
(P<0.001). The commercial RBC exhibited a significantly higher BFS (135±20 MPa)
compared with both hand-spatulated and mechanically-mixed RBCs (P<0.001)
(Table). The Weibull modulus of BFS data of hand-spatulated RBC was considered to
be significantly decreased compared with the Weibull modulus of mechanicallymixed and commercial RBCs as the 95% confidence intervals did not overlap. The
differences between Weibull modulus of mechanically-mixed and commercial RBCs
were considered non-significant since the 95% confidence intervals overlapped. The
r2-values of 0.91, 0.96 and 0.93 were identified for the BFS of hand-spatualed,
mechanically-mixed and commercial RBCs, respectively (Table). SEM highlighted
consistently larger and more numerous microscopic defects in hand-spatulated RBC
compared with mechanically-mixed and commercial RBCs (Figure).

Table. The mean BFS, Weibull modulus, 95% confidence intervals and r2-values
of hand-spatulated, mechanically-mixed and commercial RBCs.
r2-value

5.0

95%
Confidence
intervals
4.4-5.6

95 (13)

8.0

7.3-8.6

0.96

135(20)

7.4

6.6-8.2

0.93

Mixing regime

Mean BFS
(MPa)

Weibull
modulus

Hand-spatulated

83 (15)

Mechanicallymixed
Commercial
(Control)
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0.91

a

Hand-spatulated

b

Mechanically-mixed
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c

Commercial

Figure. SEM of the fractured surface of (a) hand-spatulated (b) mechanically-mixed
and (c) commercial RBC specimens illustrating porosity (arrows). It is apparent that
hand-spatulated RBC showed greater porosity compared with mechanically-mixed
and commercial RBCs.

Discussion
The significant decrease in BFS, associated Weibull modulus and r2 values of
hand-spatulated RBC compared with mechanically-mixed and commercial RBCs
suggests a wider flaw distribution in the former, which was subsequently confirmed
by SEM examination (Figure). The SEM of hand-spatulated RBC highlighted greater
porosity, which is expected due to incorporation of air during mixing. In addition, the
substantial reduction in BFS and reliability of the hand-spatulated RBC suggests the
possibility of a deleterious effect of porosity on other mechanical and physical
characteristics of RBCs. De Gee (1979) reported that vacuum mixing of a composite
resin led to a 90% reduction in porosity and an associated 11.5% increase in diametral
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tensile strength of the material. McCabe and Ogden (1987) found that 20 seconds
spatulation in air of the single paste light-cured composite resin Prisma-Fil led to a
mean porosity increase from 0.23% for minimally handled material to 1.53% for hand
spatulated material. Diametral tensile strength was reduced by 21% and compressive
fatigue strength by 14.6% following air introduction by spatulation. In addition to
adversely affecting mechanical properties increased porosity levels in experimental
samples will impact on physical and optical properties (Jörgensen and Hisamitsu,
1983; Ogden, 1985). The majority of investigators prepare model RBCs using handspatulation and report significant findings in their research. However, those
conclusions may not necessarily be valid due non-homogenous mixing of RBCs. Thus
the research work based on the hand-spatulation of RBCs may affect the development
of improved materials. Finally, another drawback of hand-spatulation is that mixing
speed, pressure and time are not controlled which may also cause variations in
resultant RBC batches.
No significant difference between the Weibull modulus of the mechanicallymixed and the commercial RBCs (Table) signifies a narrow distribution of defects and
an increased reliability of strength data of both materials. However, the significant
difference in the mean BFS of these two materials may be attributed to compositional
variations. It appears that model RBC formulation based on mechanical-mixing is
more homogenous and reproducible compared with hand-spatulation. As a result,
associated research would yield more consistent data patterns which should assist in
the understanding and development of improved resin composite materials. Therefore,
in order to accurately examine the data of experimental RBCs among researchers and
different test centres, the standardisation and reproducibility of mixing method should
be optimised to obtain consistently reliable results.
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Appendix 2: Water Sorption and Solubility of Dental Resin-Based Composites
Four commercial RBCs, Z100 MP RestorativeTM (Z100; batch 8YR; shade
A3), FiltekTM Z250 (Z250; batch 8MA; shade A3) and FiltekTM Supreme XT „body‟
(FSB; batch 8NU; shade A3) and „translucent‟ shades (FST; batch 6C; shade YT)
(3M ESPE Dental Products, St. Paul, MN, USA) were investigated in the current
investigation. Twenty disc-shaped specimens (12 mm diameter, 1 mm thickness) of
each RBC were fabricated as described in section 4.2.2 and water sorption (sp) and
solubility (sl) were evaluated following 1 and 13 weeks storage regimes (n=5).
Specimens were initially placed in a dessicator containing dehydrated silica gel
(Fisher Scientific, Leicester, UK) at 37±1 ºC for 22 h. Subsequently, specimens were
removed and stored at 23±1 ºC for 2 h in the second dessicator. Specimens were then
weighed to an accuracy of ±0.1 mg and this cycle was repeated until a constant mass
(m1) achieved. After drying, the diameter and thickness of each specimen was
measured with a micrometer screw gauge (Moore and Wright, Sheffield, England)
accurate to 10 μm in order to calculate specimen volume in cubic millimeters. The
specimens were stored in distilled water at 37±1 ºC for 1 and 13 weeks storage
regimes. Following storage, the excess water of each specimen was removed using
absorbent tissue and the specimen waved in the air and reweighed (m2). The
specimens were again reconditioned to a constant mass (m3) in the desiccators using
the cycle described above. The mean water sorption and water solubility of each
specimen were calculated using the Equations A2.1 and A2.2 and results of all RBCs
are shown in Table A2.1-A2.2 and Figure A2.1-A2.2.
m2  m3
v
m1  m3
sl 
v
sp 

Equation A2.1
Equation A2.2
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Table A2.1. The mean water sorption ((μg/mm3) of Z100, Z250, FSB and FST
RBCs following 1 and 13 weeks storage regimes.
Storage regime

Z100

Z250

FSB

FST

1 week

21.9 (1.1)b2

17.3 (1.3)c2

23.6 (0.7)a2

18.7 (0.6)c2

13 weeks

27.4 (1.6)a1

23.5 (0.6)b1

27.4 (1.3)a1

24.9 (1.0)b1

Superscript notation with dissimilar letters across rows and dissimilar numbers down
columns indicate statistically significant difference (P<0.05).

Table A2.2. The mean water solubility ((μg/mm3) of Z100, Z250, FSB and FST
RBCs following 1 and 13 weeks storage regimes.

Storage regime

Z100

Z250

FSB

FST

1 week

3.8 (1.8)a1

1.5 (0.9)b1

2.3 (0.8)ab2

1.1 (0.5)b1

13 weeks

4.6 (1.2)a1

1.1 (0.4)b1

3.6 (0.7)a1

1.0 (0.4)b1

Superscript notation with dissimilar letters across rows and dissimilar numbers down
columns indicate statistically significant difference (P<0.05).
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Figure A2.1. Plot illustrating the mean water sorption (and associated standard
deviations) of Z100, Z250, FSB and FST following 1 and 13 weeks storage
regimes.
Water solubility
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Mean water solubility (µg/mm³)

9
8
7
6
1 week

5

13 weeks

4
3
2
1
0
Z100

Z250
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Figure A2.2. Plot illustrating the mean water solubility (and associated standard
deviations) of Z100, Z250, FSB and FST following 1 and 13 weeks storage
regimes.
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